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JMU considers
• •
reorganizing
Commission to study university's structure
b) Maggie Welter
.ftnior wntu

It seems the dnve to build <l
bridge to the 21st century ha s
made i~ wa} to JMU's organizational structure.
JMU Pre51dent
Ro nald
C.uner
a nnounced Fnday
that JMU will study
the universi ty's
organi~ational

st ructure to deter- Ron111d Carrier
mine how it can
function more effic iently in
today's technological soc1ety.
"The organi1.ational s tructure
that most colleges and universities use is more loosely aligned
with an a g rui •.m !,Oci'-'IY than
with today 's high h.•chnology
society," Carner s.ud in .1 st<ttemcnt The study w1ll help "develop an organization that is more in
tun!! w ith our r.1pidly ch.mging
mformation agl' and one th.Jt will
function effectively in the 21st
century," he said.
A commission of JMU ildmm-

istrators, faculty <tnd oubidc consult.lnls wiiJ conduct the study
Though he could not ~pt.>Cify a
pnce, Director of Media Relations
Fred Hilton said the study's cost
should bt? minimal because a lot
of work will be done internally.
Members o f the commission
w ill be announced in the next
few weeks. Hilton initially said
Executive Vice President
Linwood Rose would appmnt
commission members, but Rost.•
said no dedsio n has been made
on the selection proct'S::..
Andy Koh~n, a Faculty &•nate
member, said he feels faculty
shou ld help select comm1~:~sion
members. " If the uni\'crsity
expects facu lty support, I would
advise that the faculty be pMt of
the se lection proces~ ettht•r _
through ek-ctions or some other
mean::.," Kohen s<ud
JMU is now organized into
four areas: academic •.flairs,
admmistrahon and financl', student affairs and univt.'rs 1t y
see REORGANIZATION page 2

Women's basketball set
for No. 2 Old 'Dominion
by Steve Trout
lltljJ writer

In <;port:;, an unrelenting pursuit of pcrft-chun, to be the best
drives participant::.. On any level,
whether amateur or profl~sional,
coaches preach about the big
game - that one instance where
the two lx-st teams battle for the

No. 1status.

Pf.TF.R IIACGA RTY/.1t11ffpllllfiiJ:I'IIpltu

Go for it!
Sophomore Jeff Miner gives " Nesta The Dog" a wort<out In front of Ikenberry HaJJ Tuesday afternoon. Several residents of Ikenberry own Nesta, who Uves off-campus wtth the residents' friends.

Such is the case fo r Frid<ty's
Colonial Athletic Association
contest between women's college
basketball's second-rankl>d team,
Old Dominion Umversity (12-1,
2-0 CAA), and CAA forerunner
JMU (12-1, 3-0 CAA) In fact, the
game bctv.·t.-cn the Monarchs and
the Dukes at the Convoca tiOn
Center is considered by some to
be JMU 's bi ggest ga me o f the
ycar.
The Monarch s, fi ve-time
defending CAA champions,
come mto this matchup having
won 75 of their last 76 conference
gaml!s, including three .1g.1tnst
JMU in 1996. The closest JMU
c.1rr.c to bl•,1ting thl' ~1on.m.hs

last season was a 13-pomt lo!>s
Peb. 28, 1996.
'The Du kes, however, are off to
the1r best start since the 1973-'74
squad started 16-0. Although .111
statistics indicate a big game with
tre mendous potential, both
coaches refuse to admit it.
" We're doing nothing diffewnt
than what we a lways do," ODU
head coach Wendy Larry said
JMU head coac h Shcl ia
Moonnan sa1d, "This game doc>sn't mean any more or less than
an y o the r game. The quality of
competition is what sets 1t apart."
It's that quality uf both teams
that distingUishes this game from
other conference matchups this
season. The teams arc tied atop
the CAA, combmmg to lead the
confercnC\! in five of tht.• Sl'Vt.>n
ma1or offenstvc ca tcgorws, ch
well as s ix of seven ddcn::.iVl'
The winner will ccrtamly hr1w
the upper hand as the conference
toumament appro.1chlos.
JMU sophomore Hope Cook
see BASKETBAll page 2
I
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effort to reexamine tho~ str~1 c.
advancement. Hilton saad the
tures." Htlton said he cxpl'cb
commission will examine each
JMU's study and rc:;tructunng
area separately and together to
efforts may serve as a modt•l tur
determine what needs restrucother universities.
Board of VIsitors
turing and how to do it.
University of Virginia Mcd 1"
Rose will oversee the first tarRelations Oin.'Ctor Louise Dudll'V
get of the rommassion, an examisaid many univer:;ities alrt.'t1dy
Audit and
President Amrmatlve
nation of academic affairs, which
are exploring new organiJ.clhon,1l
Management
Aetlon
should be completed in June.
structures and ways to look at thl'
Review Services
University
I Ulton could not say when the
concept of higher education.
entire study would be complt.'tc,
Relations
"There are a Jot of questiuns
but when that happens, Rose
.
t:,roing
on about how higher l'tluExeeutlve
said the w1iversity will consider
cation
will look and be structurl•d
the magnitude of the rt>commcnVl~e-Presldeot
in
the
21st
century," Dudley s.11d
dahons in deciding the next step
I
"There's
the
whole ISSUe or di!,.
I
I
towa rd implementation.
I
I
tance
learning
and will you bt.·
"If we end up with a radical
At'ade•le Stadeat
CISAT lntert!olleglate <1ble to choose different cla~"l'"
departure from our cu rrent
Athledn
Analrs
Affairs
from different univers1tic., \ ' lil
structure, then \W would want to
computers
or will the campus
get the [Board of Vtsators'l
structure
like
we have now ,1111
approval before we m.1dc .1ny
Ad•lnbtratlon
University
continue
to
dominate?"
change;," Rose said.
and Finane.
Advan~•eat
Dudley also said fanan cial
Halton S.1td eliminating extra
t~\lli.V
CHII
l>RI'I\S/l(nl/'hll
'~J"""
accountability
has already (orcl\.1
levels is one of the key objt>ctivcs
of this reorganization . "We are sav(• through better use of time sion-making proce::.s downward several universities to rt?COf\!,idt•r
gomg to look at dt>dsaon-making, and resource,. Rose said the goal to the dt•partment level so that their operating systems. "f lcrc at
and hopefully, it will gl't rid of is to develop a system in which decisions are milde closer to UVa., and I think at a lot of
some of the bureaucracy and d(.)Casaons are made at lht? appr«.r problems," Rose ~1id . "We want schools, financial concerns hclh'
forced us to look at how Wl' .m~
eliminate unnecessary steps as priat~ level, but he did not elabo- to minimiLe the revil'w proct..oss."
structured,"
Dudley said. "In
I
Jilton
SOlid,
"For
decades
most
r.lte On W ha I types O( dl'CISiOns he .
far as d~isions are made."
universities
have
bt'{'n
structurL>d
some
cases
it's
meant con~olidd·
Hilton said he doesn't think had in mind.
tion
of
positions
and in othl•rs
basically
lhc
samt.•,
and
not
many
"My dl>sire, and the desire of
rt>structuring wall eliminate unielimination."
have
commi!>sionL'Ci
such
a
major
the
pr(!Sit.lent,
is
to
move
the
deca·
versity jobs. Instead, JM U will
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In the Nov. 14 '¥ue of 71te

Pohce Log mcorrectly
stated non-student Kyel E.
Simpson had been arrested
and charged with possession
of marijuana in the Kappa
Sigma fraternity house.
Simpson was arn>sted and
charged on G reek Row
behind the Kappa Sigma fra·
temity house.
T11e Brm.e regrets the error.
BrtYU,

said she realizes the game's
impact, but she's trymg to keep it
all in perspective "We know 11
wall be the b•Agcsl game of the
year, but we're not nervous/'
Cook said. "We're doang nothing
different to prepare."
ODU fcatun.>s a foursome that
is arguably the best in the coun·
try, and if pinpoint preparation
was e\.er needed for the Duke>,
now is the hmc. ODU forwards
Mery
Andrade,
Clarisse
Machanguana, center Nyrce
Roberts and guard Ticha
Pcnicheiro form a nucleus
around whteh the Monarchs'
game is based.
Machanguana leads the conference in scoring {18.5 ppg) and
is second in held goal ~rcmtage
(63.6) behind Roberts (65.9).
Penicheiro leads the conference
in assisb {7 9 apg) and steals (4 S
spg).
"They're an exceptional team,"
Moorman said. "There are a lot of
good athletes at ODU "
That's JUst one reason the
Monarchs are rankc.>d 1\Jo. 2 in the
country. Addationally, they ha\e
outscored their opponents 11)2740, averaging 80 8 points per
game, du ring thear ftrst 13 contests.
They've also beaten perennial
powers University of Tennessee
and Stanford University and
even thumped lndiana State
Universi ty 116-26 Nov. 23.
However, statistics can't say it all,
and according to Larry, there's
more to the squad than what's on
paper.
"This team has great work
ethic," Larry said. "There's chem-

astry among the players and a
great rapport with the coaches."
JMU senior guard Holly
Rihnger cites ODU's size as its
key to ~uccess. "They have height
at every posation," Rilinger said.
"They usc that height very well.
Tht•y will use traps and full court
pressure."
The task of stopping the
Monarch attack will come down
to the Dukes' defense, an aspect
of their game tha t has greatly
improved smce last year.
The Dukes rank first in the
CAA in scoring defense, allowing
a sttngy 52.8 points per game,
and rank second in steals (12.7
spg).
"They're a great defcnsiv'e
tt.•.lm," L<ury said "That's how
you create your system, with
defense coming first."
Cook said, "We're JUSt putting
more effort toward a more pres·
sure defense. Everyone'!> getting
a lot more steals, and we're forcing J lot more turnovers that our
opponents want tocomll)il"
Defense has played a rarge role
in JMU's succe$, but Moorman
said the Dukl>S' athletic ability is
the maJOr key . "They play all
out," she said "They stepped up
the level of play and sustained tt.
I'm real pleased wtth our performance, somewhat surprised, but
very pleased."
Another pleasing performance
is what Cook and her teammates
are hoping for Friday. "[JMUJ,
George Mason University and
Old Dominion University are the
best in the CAA," Cook said
"We beat George Mason; now it's
time to prove ourselves to ODU."
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Senior class seeks cash for computers
averages out to one computer for every 40
students.
Davis said the computers used in the
After months of planning, the Class of labs are on a t:hreE'-year rotCltion and cost
1997 is ready to begin the Senior Class around $2,500 each. Printers cost between
Challenge in style.
$1,600 and $2,000 apiece.
JMU President Ronald Ca rrier,
"We have 60 computers in !Iarrison and
administrators and more than 50 Senior one printer, and in Hillside we have 40
Challenge team memtkl"S will kick off the machines and one printer," Davis said .
annual event at a black tie affair Jan. 28 in 'This gift will help out tremendously; the
Chandler Hall.
Cla$ of'(/] l"ill get a bang for their buck."
The goal is to raise enough money to
Raising this much money can be
give a gift back to JMU, but also to beat the difficult, but the St1.'ering Committee has its
Class of '96. After all, it isn' t called a course of action completely mapped out.
challenge for no thing. Las t year's class
The Steering Committee has already
raised $52,533, but the Class of 'W plans to rounded up team members to solicit
raise even more, said Lisa Horsch, assistant donations, but if there are any seniors
director of annual giving.
interested in joining a team, they are
Ultimately, the seniors chose a gift that encouraged to contact the Office of Annual
LAURA SOULAR/r/affpht•lo,fllflhu
would benefit the s tudent body most ln Giving, Horsch said.
1997
Senior
CIMe
Challenp
team
membera
demonstrate
their Intention to exceed the
this era of poUtical correctness, the Class of
On Jan. 20, seniors will receive a letter
$52,533
the
1996
Senior
ca
..
raiMd.
This
ye•'s
check
will
be presented May 3.
199'7 will appropriately give, according to announcing the campaign. Throughout
the campaign brochure, "the gift of PC February and March , team members cause. Committt:e member Patrick Brown
vote on w he re it thought the money
personal computers."
will seek donations personally and by said, "It allows the Class of W to give back
should go. Other gift ideas included a
Computing support, the department phone.
to the school- not just initially, but in the
bridge across the railroad tracks, a James
that oversees and maintains all computer
Madison statue and multimedia cquipm •nt.
During the campaign, weekly drawings long run, so we'll have a lasting legacy."
labs on campus, wiiJ receive $45,000 of this s ponsored by the JMU Bookstore and
Fellow s teering committee member
IJorsch s tressed the importance.• of
year's gift. Of that money, $25,000 will be USAir will take place. Prizes include a Drew Stelljes said, "This is a great way for
don.1ting to the Senior Cla"s Challc.>nge.
allocated for the purcha ..e of new graduation package with parking passes seniors to continue to make a contnbution
"Throughout the history of JMU, .1lumni
computeT'S and printers, and $20,000 will and graduation aMouncements, a 1997 to the JMU commuruty after graduation and friends h.we giwn pr..,.ate dollars.
be put into an endowment for computing Homecoming package with tickets to next alumni support is integral for the
"It's important for people to know that
support. The remaining $10,000 will be year's football game and a USAir plane university's continued success."
everyone who has l'V()r a ttended the
put into an endowment fund for JMU ticket to anywhere in the Uni~ States.
university ha s benefited from pri\·,He
The Senior Class Challenge began in
students.
In addition, all seniors who pledge 1989 with a $28,(XX) donation to the Library
d onations," Horsch said " JMU won't
One of the 17 members of the Senior money will be invited t? the Victory Party, Resource Fund. Since then, the gifts have
continue to be the great place it b if we
Class Challenge Steering Committee wiiJ which wiU be held this spring.
don't keep giving."
become larger, but one thing has remained
present this year's gift to Carrier at
Donations can be made in increments of the same: the senior class gift is left for all
llo...-ch also s<~id a larger endowment
graduation May 3.
$97, $150 or $300, Horsch said. "Payments JMU students to use The Class of '96 gave
will .lllow JMU to attract more student' by
Drew Davis of computing support said do not begin until November 1998 and will their money to the Campus Center Art
elevating the quahty of cduc<Jtion.
Collection and the Alumni Career
Stee ring Committee member Anne
the money will be used to buy printers and be paid over three years."
Schouw sa id, "I've been benefited by
computers for the labs so the student body
Payment of the pledges are set up so Network.
computing support. It's important for us to
will be able to feel the impact of the gift- they will not be a financial drain, Horsch
Applications for the money raised this
whenitmaturesin 1998.
give back to our alma milter, specifically
said.
year were accepted from all departments
through ou r Senior Cl.1ss Challenge,
Righ't now, there are 295 computers
Steering comiTtittee members think the on campus by the Steering Committee m
because if we don't, who will?"
available in th e student labs, which Senior Class Challenge is a worthwhile October On Dec 6 the senior class met to

by Courtney Crowley
staffwriur

Early lights-out ends

at Carrier Library
by Jeremy Ray
staffwriter

--------------------

It's 10 p.m Sunday night: the lights are out, and the doors are locked Carrier
Library !=:hould still be open, shouldn't it?
During most of the semester the library is open 101 hours each week. During
the first week, however, the library "abbre\ iated" 1ts hours so the staff could
train new student employees, according to Barbara Miller, director of librarie;.
ln addition, the library is short~taffed l..a'>l Sunday night the library closed
earlier than usual because of a l.1ck of employees.
" We have two vacant positions that we are trying to get filled," Miller said.
Miller said she does not anticipate future shortened ho urs this semester
because the library staff has trained its student em ployees, and qualified
employees are soon expected to fill the 30-hour wage positions.
During the first part of the semester, the librarians also tend to see fewer
students than they do later in the semester when students are often scrambling to
finish last-minute projects or cramming for finals. Therefore, the administration
marginally cut back hours during the first week after the winter holiday. \.
But, Miller said, " Next Sunday Uan. 18] we'll be open until midnight and we
will continue with those hours through the end of the semester. "
Student employees are integral to the library's efficiency, said Sandy Maxfield, ,
head of public services for the library. Maxfield said, "Jt's impossible to get them
[student a.'\Sistants) trained and to maintain rull hours with the regular schedule"
Miller agreed and added, "1can safely say that if we didn't have student!~, we
wouldn't be able to have the hours that we do."
Although junior Stacey Fager said she thinks the Ubrary should be open all the
time, senior Dan George disagreed. "I don't see a need for extra hours. With the
exam week, I think they had good hours [when it was open 24 hours a day).
That's mainly when you need it."
Carrier Library's nomwl110tlrs ar~. 10 am -mid11igllt Sunday; 7·50 am- midnighJ
Momlay-Timrsday; 7:50 a.m..-10 p.m Fnday., 9 a.m..-10 p.m Saturday £xceptio11s to
those hours tuill be posted m the library

I
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Don' t Miss The
CAA Showdow
Tomorrow
Night!!!
#20DU

vs.
JMU
•

7:30 p~m.

a • • a • • a • •a••=-•a• • a

The JMU CMSS presents the 1997
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Celebration keynote speaker. ..

Christopher Edley, Jr.

•
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Also join CMSS on the Co1n1nons
Celebration Speak Out
jro1n Noon- l pnz
Candlelight March & Procession
at 6pn1
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SGA allocates money to campus pro-life group
by Rob speq.

Program Board as an alternative
to SGA funding for a speaker.
"We (the SGA] give the UPB a
lot of money . .. and I think we
can help with the week without
the $350," Rose said.
Brannen urged the senate to
" imagine"
a
different
<?rganization in place of First
Right and urged sena tors to
s upport the amendment.
" If these people need a
speaker, by golly let's give them a
speaker," Brannen said.
The amendment failed 35
votes to 25 with two abstentions.
Debate on the original bill
resume:f. "lf we want a group to
grow and prosper, we must give
them as many resources as
possible," Commuter Sen. Chip
Phillips said, speaking for the bill.
Debate was closed, and the bill
passed with the original sum of

_ _ _S
_<GA reporter

Firs t Right, the JMU pro·life
organization, requested money at
the Student Govemment meeting
Tuesday to sponsor a campuswide life week.
The $835 requested will fund a
series of events to take place next
week, including a candlelight vigil
Tuesday on the commons.
''We've had a very big year this
year," Heather Thomas, copresident of First Right, said. ''We
spent the first three months of
school restructuring . . . and we
have developed a constitution
with a statement of purpose."
First Right aims to educate the
campus about its mission to
protect life, increase s tudent
involvement with the Issue and
foster campus awareness of
human life.
Organized eight ye~US•'IgO, First
Right has struggled\ with
membership the ~ three years,
and the organization was only
able to attra~ l~.ive members,
Thomas said. ll1is.J!~r, average
attendance at Pidt ~ rneetinp
has increased ftom about three
attendees per~ to about 20.
The dub has 1 total membership
J
of75.
"Through out~ we hope to
be able to measure success,''

$835.

Thomas said. The club intends to
bring a conservative speaker such
as Tom Clai)CY or Oliver North to

}MU.

'

.
Comm~et Sen. Kristen
Brannen i proposed
an
~ 'to the bill to include
an extra :j$350 to assist the
organiza$on with its goal of
bringing a llpeaker to the campus.

"LearnD.g how to group-build

is part of our education,"
Brannen said, adding, "I
understand the sensitive nature
(of the organization) but I don't
think we should look at that. At
JMU, we respect diversity
irrespective of our personal
views."
Ron Rose, a commuter senator,
spoke against the amendment
an~ suggested the University

Also at the meeting:
• The Safe Rides initiative that
propa;ed offering free cab rides
to students on weekends was
deemed too expensive by the
Student Government Association.
The program has instead
metamorphosed into a "Safe
Bus" option organized in
conjunction wjth Harrisonburg
Transit
The route modifications, now

in effect, are an expansion of
service to the Howard Johnson
Inn on weekends from one stop
an hour to three. Routes 7 and 7A
wiU now continue until 3 a.m on
Fridays and Saturdays.
The administration has
allocated a publicity budget of
$900, part of which will fund the
Communications and Public
Relations Committee chaired by
Commuter Sen. Misty Senna.
• SGA Secretary Andy Sorensen
spoke
about
the
SGA
contingency account, $5,737 of
which has been distributed this
year. The account began the year
with approximately $25,410.
Sorensen• said he was
concerned with the large amount
remaining in the account
"Perhaps we are hurting the
student body [by withholding
monies], Sorensen said. " We
should reaffirm our commitment
to dubs and organizations or we
might not get such a ' meaty'
allocation next year."
Karen
Mercer,
budget
manager for the University
Center said, 'The monies in the
reserve account are only to be
used for capital expenditure, i.e.
the [Wilson Hall) bells. It could
be viewed that monies are not
needed and could be used for
organizations now using student
fees."

J

Pollc~ Lo~g_ _

UREC, Health Center implement Fitwell
program to help students get in shape

continued tram /»>lff3

Destruction Of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly pulled the
first·floor exit light loose from the ceiling and
broU a ~t fixture and putled loose the water
fountain froin the wal In the party room of the
S9na PI fnllemly houle between Jwl. 11-12.

by Andi Metzler
contributing wri~r

Once again it's the season for New
Year's resolutions, and the Health Center
~ University Reaution are prepared to
help students vowing to improve their
fibiess.
•
Fitwell, a four-week program that
begins Jan. 27, is a collaborative effort
Odor Vapor
• Residents and campus officers experienced between the Health Center and UREC to
reapirllory Irritation from poesible incense and teach healthy Jiving to the JMU
perfume odors emanating from rooms in co~unity. The classes wiU be Mondays
and Wednesdays, 6-7:30 p.m. in the UREC
CtewUnd Hal817:22 p.m. Jan. 12.
No vWble vapors, specific odors or r88Wes multi-purpose room Oasses will consist
of a halt·hour discussion on nutrition or
werebnt
fitness, followed by a one-hour workout
segment to demonstrate the different
RreAiann
• An individual was charged judicially with exercise classes cifered at UREC
In the past, full-time instructors taught
activating a fire alarm and allegecty tampering
with the fire detector in Blue Ridge Hal at 4:12 the classes. This year, students from the
Wellness Educators and the JMU aerobic
p.m.Jwl.11.
The ~ daimed he nlmOY8d the COYet' ~ instructors are teaching the program.
Laura Martin, peer education
the datedor so he could clsable the ri to . .
coordinator,
supervises the Wellness Peer
him to smoke In the room without setting off the
Educators.
She
believes having peers teach
fire alarm.
The system zone could not be reset clJe to the this program is beneficial to the
participants. "I think what you learn
damage to the detector.
working with peers is the fact that
[participants] learn better and respond
Ptnonal Check Forgery
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly cashed more to other students. The peers do a
great job teaching because they're the same
another student's check on Jan. 10. \
age
and at the same point in their life."
The check reportedly was sent to a student's
Kirsten
Ryan, well ness/ aerobic
post offlce box, but the student never received the
coordinator
at UREC, agrees. " We' re
chect.
[Ryan and Martin] both strong advocates
All investigation contiooes.
of peer education. All the research I've
Noo1ber deN* In public chalgll since Jan. 7: • read says that peers learn better from their
Noo1ber d partOOg tickets issued between Jan. 7. peers." The peer educators must run
everything they teach through Martin,
13: 117

I

Ryan or Michele Cavoto, a registered
dietitian at JMU.
Past programs, Ryan and Martin noted,
failed to draw enthusiastic responses. "We
found that the numbers weren't as high as
we'd like them to be," Ryan said. "We
weren't teaching the basics for aerobics, we
were just having these classes ~t were
requiring people to have a high skill level
or high fitness level." The program this
year will show students how to do aerobic
moves or tab their heart rates.

encourage people to be comfortable at
UREC. ''There are some people out there
who are intimidated by this building. This
is also a great program as an introductory
to UREC- what you can do, how to use
the equipment, what all the aerobtc classes
are that are offered."
Junior Erin Brown, who works out at
UREC several times a week, agrees with
Martin. "I think it will make people more
at home at the rec center and more willing
to work out," she said. '1 think exercising
is important, so hopefully this will help
others make a lifes~le change and not a

temporary one."

SCOTr TROBAUGHI.unlor om.u

Martin hopes the class setting will
encourage people to attend. "We want
them to realize that they aren't the only
petsell\ struggling to get out and exercise. I
think Fitwell can act as a very good
support system because you're going to be
in a setting with 10 to 15 other people."
She also believes this program will

Still others are skeptical that students
will participate. Freshman Nicholas Herr
said, '1 think ir's a good idea, but 1 doubt
many guys would feel comfortable gomg."
Sophomore Heather Banta, expresies
doubt about the program's success as well.
"It's a good idea, but if people are
intimidated by going to the ~ I don't
think they wiJJ be less intimidated by
going to a class about the gym," she said.
'1 don't think enough people will want to
fit another class into their schedule."
Fitting exercise into a schedule is a main
problem, Ryan said. '1 think that's a big
problem with a lot of people who are
starting fitness - it's not a priority and
it's not a commitment" During the first
class, participants sign a behavioral
contract asking them to make the program
a priority and not to miss more than one
session. '11lat~s why we're asking them to
malce a commitment and put it in writing."

To register for Fitwell, call the UREC

program registraJion at x8734 and ask for
Kirstm Ryan. Thut is no fee.

•
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COUNTRY S VVESTERN

DANCE LESSONS S DANCE
l)ances Every Fri. & at. Night
8 p.nl.-9 p.n1. Le ·son
9 p.m.-12 midnight Dance

$5 per person

THE ROUND--UP

Rt. 42 South
Harrisonburg, VA
433-8170

Instructor Cha rlie Sutton
Line Dances, 2-Step, Waltz and More.

.._ ..__ Subscriptions to
The Breeze are
, available!
6
For only $30 fi>r rhird class mail,
or $75 for first dass m3.11, you can
r~ceivc a

full year ofThe Breeze.

Please send your name address,
and money to z

TheBreez~

Anthony Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

I

$3.00 off a new prescription
• No age limit
• No alcohol
• No sn1oking

[Z1

with this ad
HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-12:00

434-2372
434-8650
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)
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OAYS
HURSDAY
• "Molecule-based magnetism: How to b\.lild a better
magnet," presented by the physics department, Miller
Hall, rm. 109, 3 p.m.
EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 5 p.m.

•

• Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m.
• Madison Mechators meeting, Anthony~Seeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m.
·
• Fellow~hip dinner and New Ufe Singers, Wesley
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490. ·
• Young Democratic Socialists meeting and movie:
"Roger and Me," Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 6 p.m Details:
Michael, x5143•
• Financial Management Association meeting, Zane
Showker Hall, rm. G-5, 7 p.m.
.

• Pi Sigma Epsilon informabonaJ meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 304, 7 p.m. Details: Emily,432-1425 or Heather,
433-6517.
• "Trees Lounge," sponsored by UP'B, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 8
p.m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746.
• Delta Sigma Pi infonnationaJ meeting, Warren Hall,
Highlands Room, 8-10 p .m. Details: Aaron, 564-1545.

IFRIDAY

171

• Baptist Student Union Friday Night Bible Study,
Baptist Student Center, 7 p.m .
• "The Ownber," sponsored by UPB, Grafton..Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9-.30 p .m., $2.

!SATURDAY

181

i

• "'The Chamber," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2.

e

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. dance, Phillips Center
Ballroom, 10 p.m,-2 p.m.

ISUNDAY

191

e

Sunday celebration, sponsored by~
Campus Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m.

e

Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship,
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m.

e

"Dead ~,"sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7:30p.m., free.

e

The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger

Hall, nn. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541.
• Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker Hall,
rm. G-2. 8:30 p.m. Details: Beclcy, 433-2461 or Shannon,

Clinton picks Colorado governor to
head Democratic National Committee
WASHINGTON _... With his party's fund-raising
practices under heavy scrutiny, President Bill Clinton
picked Colorado Gov. Roy Romer to serve as the new
general chairman of the Democratic National Committee.
At the same time, Clinton on Monday tapped
Massachusetts businessman and longtime Democratic
Ktivist Steven Crossman to serve as the DNC's national
chainnan and run the party's day-to-day operations, said
two senior administration officials, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
Romer's press secretary, Jim Carpenter, confirmed the
governor's acceptance Monday nigl:tt.
"The president had asked the governor to take on this
position as head of the Democratic National Committee,N
Carpenter said. '1lle governor replied he would not do
so if it meant he had to leave the governorship .... So,
alter some discussion, there was an agreement worked
out that the governor would take the title of general
chair" while remaining governor.
Ointon plans to announce hiS picks later this week and
they must be approved by the 431-member national
committee, which meets in Washington next Tuesday.
But approval of a president's picks for the party
leadership is routine and White House aides were calling
party leaders Monday evening to inform them of
Clinton's choices.

Romer will replace Connecticut Sen. Christopher Dodd
as general Chainnan, a post dedicated primarily to fund
raising and representing the president and the party in
media interviews.
Grossman will replace Donald Fowler as national
chairman and serve as a leading Democratic spokesman.
-AP/newsfinder news service

State higher education council seeks
funds for VIrginia 's public colleges
RICHMOND - A year after getttng half of the $400
miiHon it sought for Virgmia's public colleges, a coalihon
of business executives returned to the General Assembl)
to ask for the balance.
The request Monday by the Virginia Busmess H1ghcr
Education Council, if granted, would nearly wipe out a
$247 million surplus in the second year of the 1996-'98
budget.
However, the colleges likely w 1JI have to settle for
much less than the counctl sought Gov. George Allen (R)
has proposed $226 m1llion in budget amendments,
including just $116,000 for higher education.
Advocates for several other causes, from the arts to
anti-poverty programs, joined the colleges in pleading for
more money a t the last of five public hearings by the
General Assembly's money committees.
John T. Hcu..el, the no rthern Virginia developer who
heads the business-higher education council, raid the
coUeges accepted the $200 million increase last year "with
the suggestion it was a down payment." Tile executives
joined forces two years ago to lobby for more money for
colleges and to fight Alle n's plan to s lash ed ucatjon
spending to help pay for a tax cul
Hazel said, "We're nottung if not persistent." '
He said he had no qualms about asking for $200 million for the colleges because " the connection between
higher education and prosperity is irrefutable."
The money is needed for faculty salary increases,
student aid, technology and education programs that
have been deferred. Hazel said Virginia needs to take a
hard look at whether its revenue stream is adequate to
meet state needs.
1
- AP/newsfinder news service
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• News: An overview of spring break alternatives
• Sports: Women's basketball - JMU vs. Old Dominion, Friday, Convocation Center, 7:30p.m.
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Today & Tomorrow
LAST DAYS FOR TEXTB0QKS

at Phillips Center
It Pa~ To Discover! Use Your Discover Card And Save U
To ~251 To Apply For A Card_ Calll-8'00-rf-PAYS-TO p

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Cancun $399
Jamaica $4t9
Florida $tt9

g days • All Meals • Free Parties • Includes Taxes

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $150 on Food & Drinks

7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $150 on Food & Drinks

7 Nights • Panama City, Daytona & Cocoa Beach

Spring Break Travel Our lOth Year!
N

1-goo-67g-63g6

I

Come Join the
W ellness Peer
Educators

Thurs, & Fri
8 am - 5:30pm

Limited stock of textbooks will be
available at JMU Bookstore after Friday
Buybacks and Refunds at JMU
Bookstore in Warren Hall

THE BREEZE

MEAL
PLAN
Card
Services

~rHREE Footlong Ham,

Turkey or Big Duke Subs

~

FLEXIBLE SHIFTS AVAILABLE

See Us at

WHAT YOU GET!
A

Thursday, Jan. 16, 1997

1 POUND of
Potofo Chips or Pretzels

Warren Hall,

SIX Gourmet Brownies
•
THREE 33 oz. Fountain Drinks
or Frozen Cokes

Fifth Floor

HAVE FUN AND EARN MONEY

The last
day to
change

HOW TO GET IT!
Ordt:rs must be placed and
po1d for ahead of time.
Orders due by Friday 1/24!

meal plans

for the
spring

Please hove the following info
when placing your order:
NAME AND PHONE NUMBER
CHOICE OF SUBS AND SIDES
METHOD OF PAYMENT
DESIRED PICK UP TIME ON SUN., 1/26

PC DUKES

PHILLIPS HALL

semester

is Friday,
Jan. 21

SUNDAY, JANUARY 19 thru SATURDAY, JANUARY 25
Sunday J/19

Monday

tno

~-

I -~

Tuesday 1/21

Wednesday 1/22

1-

Friday 1/24

Thursday 1/23

Saturday 1/25

/!
Grtl.\, Scr1mhlal Eus
Sau~ PAIIICS
Fread~ Tout
Turkry Rkc Soup
ChKkcn n urcnllnc

Rice. p~,. Sall•'f'C\1 J\l'fllcl

Cream of Toou.tv
SuR Shdl Tatos
Turt.cy TCIIIIUIIII
Frcndl Fries
Broccqh
Zucchini

Cream or Broccull Soup
Hue IWuc &a:r Sandwl(h
Mulled PDUtt~CS
Brocwh/Cauhnowcr
Succoc.uh

french Onion Suup
Pauy Sandwich
TumJIO Herbcd Sauce
B«r. MK.UOni A TonuiOC:S
Corn
Peas

Zucdconc McdncmiiCin

Bcicr Noodk Soup
llll~n Mcalball Sub
Chicken :aoct Shnmp Sur fry
Rice
hahan Green Belns
Mtr.cd Vc&ctablc

Ch~~:kcn

Quiche LorrauiC

~

Manllallllll Cwn O cuw.Jer
Tacos
BBQ Pc1rk Sandwoch
Rtfricd &tans
Om11n Ronp

Cream ur Wheat
Wb1NEa&1

Hah Bro"nc:d PotJI«lCl
Sausace Links
FrcodiTOUI

Cludtcn Noodle ~up
Baked RJvioh
Cart.OU I Sprnadt

Cam

DJ&c:ls, D;aniJh

I

Sptnadl PlrrntS:~n

Spmxh, Rtet' and Feu
Graun

Que$1dollu

Ru~Jt lkd I GrJvy
Scaroi\d Nc~bur&
Nl\0\lles
CarrolS
Mital Vcccul!les

Sptral Cut llam
WlllJ OlnJ'
B;ako.J Sv.cc:1 P..ul~s
Pcu
PmiO 8cJn$
Comb mil

Snury R..u~roc: Chtckcn
Chinese Pq•pc:r Steal
Rocc
OriCfllal Mella! Vcae~.Wicl
C11trt>ll

Green Beans
Mraal Vcaeublc:s

NIAAllc:J Rc•manulf

Vccct;an;an Fnal Rice

Muilmllllll SUuJliiOff

Oncnul Rice II. Vcac::llblc:s

'

Rc1a.s1 Turkey I Ciravy
frial F1sh
MM!Ial Pol.llr~

B1cad Dreutn&

PIZZA PEDDLERS
NOW A"AIUBLE ON QMPlJ5!

Monday- Friday

8 p.m.- 1 a .m.

•

Vcae~~ua11

Eu Rulls

Vqcur~n

Burnro

Braisal Bed A Vcac:l.lblc$
Stromboli
<hen Bro"»Cll P111a1<>n
Peas
Cauhnower

O:luer Frial Otickcn Brasa

Vcaeaarian Krnshc:s

PviAhl Bar

Whclc &tans"' Totmt•>et A
chch peppers
Counuy FrcQJ Srealo:
Spa&hcm Cao:scmle
Salloped Potunc:s
Pcu
t.h.u:d Fresh Squa•~

Surp~

&kCII roo
O:lkQJ Putatoo
Frcnd1 Cur Gra:n Beans
Broo:coh I Occc~c Sauce

Pam Pnm:avcra

Resident students can now get a fresh, hot pizza delivered to
their on-campus hall or academic build:P~
Delivery is available to Howard Johnson's and BI~.~,Qe Hall .
'\..
:
Even beHer - Use Dinmg Dollars or Flex t~ ptry for itl

.

GI~E

lJS A QLL!

56S.[J:J7:J

9
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)'oo(( (fEHef'JfrroAI
Att\~JjE ~~
A "thanks-for-blinding-us" dart to the
incompetent moron operating the projector
Friday night at Grafton-Stovall. Your audience
was more exhausted leaving the theatre than
• Nicolas Cage was after breaking into Alcatraz.
Sent in by a bunch of disappointed students who

never knew that for only $2 they could spend an
entertaining evening squintitrg at a blurry screen.

PGC•••

Students disprove stereotype

A "thanks-for-being-our-sixth-man" pat to the
fans at the basketball game against George
Mason. Let's fill the Convo when we play UNCWilmington Saturday!
Sen tin by "Lefty" Driesell and the Dukes.

eneration X conjures the image of an more involved in their communities instead of
apathetic, self-absorbed, morally remaining confined to their angst-ridden shells.
Students are also becoming more confident
indifferent degenerate. The media,
analysts and parents prattle on about college- about themselves instead of bemoaning their
aged people's Jack of responsibili ty, ethical inability and insignHicance. That 58 percent of
foundation and direction. But, as is so often the freshmen said they were "above average" is
evidence the self-esteem movement is taking
case, the reality defies the stereotype.
A recent na tionwide s urvey of college hold. Although grade inflation may account for
A "limited-order" dart to the Steakhouse for
freshmen discovered Generation Xers are some of the increased seU-evaluation, the trend not allowing vegetarians to order a side dish.
becoming more concerned about their is heartening because students with positive
Sent in by a student who thinks it's not fair tlrat
attitudes are more likely to be vegetarians get only a bowl of pasta.
communities, more selfconfident and are adopting u
·
• • • a rejtf.'.r.I esh tn?
wave successful.
Sexual morality iS another
more res tri ctive sex ual
attitudes.
of renewed SOC La[ and area in which the survey's
The University of California
ethical awareness
res~lts contest th~ popular
Los
Angeles'
Higher
nohon of Generahon Xers.
A "feed-the-hungry"pat to Amy, a cashier at
Education Research Institute's appears tO be rippling While the common impression
PC
Dukes, who gave me her own meal punch
survey of more than 250,000
, is that people are becoming
h
h
h
freshmen at nearly 500 t roug t e country s more free with their sex lives, when my JAC card wouldn't work. Thanks to
universities showed more
youth."
the survey reports support for you, I was able to eat dinner.
1
casual sex has reached an allstudents are doing volunteer
Sent in by a senior who appreciates acts of
time low. Students are kindness.
work, estimate their abilities
higher and oppose casual sex more than in absorbing the AIDS and venereal disease
recent years, according to an article in the jan. prevention message.
While the survey is merely talk and not
13 issue of The Washington Post.
In contrast to the apathetic stereotype, about action, it does show socia l attitudes are
72J'erccnt of students in the survey said they changing. Instead of the ethical bankruptcy so
A "get-a-life" dart to the student who has
ha volunteered during the past year, while 38 many older Americans fear from the rising
nothing
better to do than complain about a little
percent said they do so weekly. The figures were generation, a refreshing wave of renewed social
JMU
Cheerleading
doll. Jealousy will get you
not only 10 points higher than 1989, but the and lthical awareness appears to be rippling
nowhere. The 1996 national champions deserve
through the country's youth.
highest ever.
a little glory other than being on NBC in April
The flourishing interest in co,mmunity service
indicates that college students are not the self- The house editorial reflects the opinion of the 1996.
Setr l in by afan who thinks "without cheerleadus,
centered hedonists the Generation X image editorial board which consists of the editor, managitfg
it's ouly n game."
suggests. Rather, young people are becoming editor and tire opinion editors.

G

Dare.•.

Pae...

Dare••.

Kn OJidru ... ~ tdiror
GM~ A'. FfUCIIIl ••• caut. ~ ecl&or

P.at...

I

.A "th~~for-putting-up-with-us"pat to Ron
Ltttle for hvmg at Denton's and taking our
complaints.
Sent in by a resident who knows you aren't

thnttked enough for wlzat you do.
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Columnist's comments stereotypical;
millions not represented by CMie accent
To the Editor:

I am writing in regard to Gregory A. Froom's column
on accents in Monday's Brme. AS a New Yorker, I was,
to be blunt, pissed off! How could he say that?
. I don't know if he has ever been to New York City, but
af you walk down any given ~treet, at any time of day, you
see several different cultures, and they could ill be from
New York. Italians, Asians, Hispanics, etc., a11 New
Yorkers, and all having a different "twang" to their
speech.
It is impossible to designate any one accent for eight
million different people. How cou ld someone be so
stereotypical is beyond me.
He has nothing to back this up, and I don't know of
anyone e~ tha! h.1S a "knee-jerk" reaction to my accent,
or to my fnends East Tcnnes..o;ee accents, as to perceive me
as any less intelligent than them.

tan L Thomson
freshman
undeclared

Student feels Health Center's low
budget no excuse for poor, rude care
To the Editor:

Ln response to the letter In the Jnn. 9 Breeze about the
Health Center, I'm sure the Health Center is competent in
many ways, and maybe people's expectations are too

high. Therefore I would like to share my experiences.
tast year J beCame very sick and went to the Health

stubbornly went back to the Health Center. My
temperature was above 103° and I passed out in one of the
bathrooms. Once again, I was sent home, on foot with
asparin and salt

Center. They laughed in my face and sent me home with
salt. I went back a few days later and left with cough
syrup and aspirin
On my seventh visit, 1 requested a mono test. The
nurse refused to give me one. I finally got the test (three •
days after my original request), and lt came back negative.
Did 1 mention the nur-.e had to do the test five times
before getting it right?
A urine test was ordered and while I was trying to do
my part, two nurses constantly banged on the door and
yelled, "Aren't you done yet?"
Once I firully finished, I waited an hour in the lobby
before the nurse came out and accused me of h.iding the
sample. Someone had stolen it!
I'm not trying to say everyone at the Health Center is
My mom took me ho~, and I saw my doctor there. incompetent, ignorant or mean. Several people have gone
He performed a mono test, and it was positive. By the out of their way to help me. Now, I call ahead and inquire
time it wa:. diagnosed I was almost completely recovered.
as to who is working. A low budget does not compmsat~
This is not an ex.agg~ration, nor is it an isolated case. for a lack of common medical knowledge and acceptable
The same scenario happened to a friend who had to be people skills.
hospitalized for strep throat that was not detected by the
Lori en D' Acunto and the rest of the group "' ho
Health Center.
mvestigated the Health Center had taken SCOM 121 On
My Health Center saga continues . .. I went there with the first day of this class, the s tudent learns
a dislocated knee. I was sent to the hospital because the communication is a two-way street.
nurse "didn't know what to do for it."
When I tell the Health Center things I feel would
J went back with abdominal pains. My whole life story improve the center, the listeners stare at me lik~ l' m
was prodded out of me, and when I told the nu~ that a Sp<.'aking m tongut>s.
friend of mine was 1UV positive, the nurse (who was the
one who lost my pee) assumed he was gay and ordered an
Jamie Gibson
HIV test for me.
sophomOJe
A few days before finals, I became sick and I
SMAD

Ebonies and the Queen's English
"Tfze outrage should be over the low GPAs, not the attempt to re~nedy them. "
ast month, the Oakland, Calif.,
school board passed its nowinfamous resolution to recognize
E>onics, or Black English, as distinct from
standard English. The actual idea was
simply to train teachers to better
understand their students, so that they
might better teach them standard English.
Unfortunately, the dark forces of talk radio
and other right-wing media took the story
and ran amok with· it, churning the public
into an entirely unnecessary frenzy over
the situation.
The public has reacted mostly
negatively to what was only intended as
an attempt to raise the grade-point
averages of black students in that school
district. Blacks comprise 53 percent of
Oakland's 52,(XX) students, and as a group,
they have consistently lower grade-point
averages than their non-black counterparts. The outrage should be over the
low GPAs, not the attempt to remedy
them.
But the rumors still run wild and
include the following: they just want more
· federal grant money; they want to teach
Ebonies as a second language to white
kids; they want to teach standard English
as a second language to black kids; and,
perhaps most ludicrously, they believe
that blacks are genetically predisposed to
speak Ebonies.
The last one particularly intrigues me.
Who among us cannot tell a Brooklyn
native from a daughter of Dixie? A lifelong
California surfer from a native of the
rectangular states? Ostensibly, all of these

L

groups speak the same English; they just
pronounce some or all of it with their own
local twist.
But there are among us slight dialectical
differences as weU. It is easy for comedians
and actors to impersonate members of
different ethnic groups because people
with a common primary language other
than English tend to learn English as it
relates to the structure of their native
tongue. As a result, they tend to employ
the same mistakes when speaking Englic:h.
For example, many Japanese immigrants
make the same mistakes in selecting
proper verb tenses and prepositions.

Shooting the
Breeze
-

Scott Henrichsen

This begs two questions: (a) why do
many (but by no means all) lower income
and/or inner city black people make the
same standard English errors, and (b) how
does that phenomenon apply to the
dialects of immigrant groups when most
black families in the United States are
around seven to 10 generations old?
According to Ernest Johnson, Ph.D.
candidate in linguistics at the University of
Washington in Seattle, Ebonies is a dialect
of English with its roots in West African
languages such as Igbo, Akan and Yoruba.

These are all of the Niger-Kordofanian
family of languages, common to t:h@ NigerCongo region of Africa. Johnson asserts
that these similar languages are all of a
largely common structure, which, it tums
out, is not unlike the Ebonies spoken by
many American blacks.
One example of a structural facet
common to both these African languages
and Ebonies is a lack of different
conjugations for the verb " to be." And
strangely enough, the Niger-Congo region
of Afnca is the same region from which a
majority of American slaves were
abducted. Hmmm. Genetic predbposition?
Hold your hoJ"SeS;
It is no small secret that, particularly in
the South, the education provided to
blacks has not always been (ana in some
areas, still isn't) equal to that provided to
whites. It is easy to see how Ebonies has
evolved as a dialect, and why it survives
today. It has nothing to do with genetic
predisposition, but rather history and
environment.
I have three younger sisters, all of
whom were adopted. One is from Mexico,
and the other two are from India. Each
was adopted at birth, and each speaks
English like a typical middle-<lass Seattle
teenager. In my opinion, the genetic
predisposition argument is nothing short
of very thinly veiled racism.
As a future educator, I do understand
the need to maintain positive communication with students and to nurture
their confidence in their own abilities. 1

would never find it appropriate to label a
child stupid because of his or her accent or
dialect. However, I also recognize that
one's English skills are key to making an
intelligent impression on others, most
particularly employers. Therefore, it is
amperahve that all students leave high
school with effective and proper English
skills.
Ebonies should not be legally defined as
a different language_, largely because it
isn't. Ebonies is no more a sepa rate
language than is English spoken with a
heavy SwediJ;h accent. Moreover, legal
and academic definitiom of racial
differences such as these give dangerous
ammunition to the sad ly resurfacing
racism in America, and such scary ideas as
a return to segregated schooling. And that
most certainly was not the intent of the
Oakland School Board.
But this resolution has an important
purpose: to improve the grades of
Oakland's black student community as a
group. If the Oakland School Boord wants
to better train its teachers to better teach
their students, then more power to them.
Anything that will help to level the
playing field is a good thing. Because Wf
are a capitalist democracy, all students are
entitled to proper instruction in the
nation's primary language of trade. And
that language (despite the construction of
this and many other sentences here) is the
Queen's English.

Scotl Henrichsen is a senior music
eduCJllicm mnjar.
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Imago Le }fair
welcomes

Ms. Tracv Green
from Washington D.C.

"I specialize in hair care. I ba~ tlu training, ~e,
a11d product lmowkdge to make any hair texture manageabk
a1ui stylish. I tuork well tuith all kngths ofhair.•

Colors • Cuts • Perms • Wet Sets
• Hair Weaves • W'raps • Pin ,Ups
Watsons Corridor. Vallev Mall
434-0340 • .Available Sun .. ;t!on. & Tues .

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS
DRIVE
DRUNK.
~~· ~

...........

.PeaJ.e NW cwui (;d $50 B~!
OPEN HOUSE
January 13-17
This coupon must

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL

present~d

at the
Management Office
whPn you apply.
be

OFFER C',OOD THROUGH
JANUARY 1 7, 1997

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
TOOAY 1 I I I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I!

_.
432 9502

RF..CEI VE $SO. 00 CASH
FOR RESERVING YOUR

SPACE FOR THE 97 - 98
SCHOOL TERM.
OFFER I.I MITED

RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY.

Olde Mill Village

Olde Mill VillageAN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

I

AMENITIES GALORE:

CO LOWeLL
'JAN~<!R

L.l

HORSLEY AND
•CONSTABLE

432-9502

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climh or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
·
• Energy efhcicnt heat pumps.
• Stain rc~tstant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mtn1-bhnd" on all window'
• Basketball coun~
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone
• Telephone & cuhlc outlet ~ m each room.
• Deadboh locks and door viewers on all apanments .
• Well lit parkmg lot and walkways.
• Conv~nicnt htl'i service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Fullttme management and mmntcnancc.
• No shding patio doors.

Call Barbara today and ~e how easy and affordable oiT campus housing can be.

I
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Best and worst of the ·winter films
by Brent Bowles
slllff writer
With nearly SO films released between
the Thanksgiving Day weekend and the
end of 1996, there was no shortage of flicks
to catch at theatres during the holiday
breaks. Pans of action, comedy, drama or
even musicals had no problem picking
something to watch.
.
Audiences were first shoveled with
paraphernalia hyping Disney's "101
Dalmatians" (•t /2). This obnoxious
comedy amounted to strip-mining a classic
for profit. From a script by John Hughes,
the film 's only saving grace is Glenn
Close's enonnously hammy performance
as Cruella DeViJ.
Alongside the pups came a couple of
other juvenile comic films. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's Tickle-Me Elmo
metaphor, "Jingle AU the Way" (•t/2), was
nothing more than another embarrassing
comedic effort from the muscle man. And
as grumpy old ex-presidents, Jack
Lemmon and James Garner traipsed
around America in their action-comedy
"My FeUow AmeriCans" ("1/2).
A better teaming~ in "One Pine
Day" (•••), director Michael Hpffman's
breezy romantic comedy starring George
Oooney and MicheUe Pfeiffer (that's right,
Catwornan and Babnan} in the role of
single patents who find love d).lring the

course of one busy day.
Action fans were treated to Sylvester
Stallone as an EMT saving people from a
coUapsed New York tunnel in "Daylight"
(..1/2). Directed by Rob Cohen, this film
starts off well but descends into sheer
idiocy with a finale that is unbelievably
laughable ..... an interesting premise turned
into a rather uninteresting movie.
Perhaps the biggest dose of laughs came
courtesy of Tim Burton's screen version of
the Topps trading card series, " Mars
Attacks!" (•••). While sickly hysterical
throughout, the film sports razzle-dazzle
visual effects which are sheer overkill and
runs entirely too long; it would probably
work better as a short film. Jack Nicholson
delivers two entertaining performances,
while the rest of the marvelous cast is
wasted. But any movie where Slim
Whitman saves the world can't be all bad.
All this star-studded glitz dimmed next
to ''The English PatientNand "Shine" (both
••••). The formeT is a literate and wellwritten epic of tWo intertwining love
stories against the background of World
War H Egypt. PJaturing award-caliber
performances fr~m both Ralph Piennes
and Kristin Scott Thomas as forbidden
lovers, screenwriter-director Anthony
Minghella crafte& a beautiful and complex
film full of gorgeous vistas and romantic
entanglements. ~pite its nearly threehour length, , the extraordinary

•

performances and sheer mastery of image
are enough to hold the most skeptical
v~er.

The same can easily be said again for
"Shine," based on the true life s tory of
piarust David Helfgott, one of the o nly
musicians ever to master Rachmaninoff's
"Piano Concerto No. 3." The scene
picturing Helfgott's first performance of
the "Rach 3," often named the most
difficult piano piece ever written, is
glorious. As Helfgo tt, Geoffrey Rush
sports a performance which will likely
gamer him an Oscar nomination, as wiU
the moving acting of Armin Mueller-Stahl
as his father.
The Bard found himself a hot number
this holiday season, with four releases
based on various plays. "Twelfth Night''
and Kenneth Branagh's four-hour
" Hamlet" have yet to receive wide
releases, but audienceS could revel in
actor-writer-director AI Pacino's
documentary ''Looking for Richard" ("'").
A fascinating, star-studded production of
"Richard ID" (with Pacino, Winona Ryder
and Kevin Spacey) was mixed with a
probing look at the plays' accessibility to
modem audiences. On the other hand,
''William ~are's Romeo&: Juliet"
is a trashy production in the bombastic,
visceral, MTV style of filmmaking; the
language gets lost in the non-stop, ugly
visual assault and the gregarious over-

r>

acting of all concerned; whatever passion
found in Shakespeare's work is totally lost
Shirley Maclaine reprises her Oscarwinning role as Aurora Greenway in ''The
Evening Star" (...), the sequel to ''Terms of
Endearment." But while the original got
both laughs and generous amounts of
tears hones tly, part two is considerably
more contrived, with sappy performances
and more nostalgia than any one film
should ever contain. The precious few
scenes between Nicholson and Maclaine
shine, though.
And though its hero is maybe equally
undeserving of such praise, .what comes as
a shock m "The People vs. Larry Flynt"
(••••) is that Flynt, publisher of Hustler
magazme, is not the film's hero. The First
Amendment receives the glory in this fine
film from director Milos Forman .
Featuring stellar performances from
Woody Harrelson, Courtney Love and
Edward Norton (his second award~aliber
job, after playing the creepy boy-killer in
" Primal Fear"), the film is surprisingly
unoffensive to anyone but the most ultraconservative and amounts to an electric,
important treatise on what freedom really
entails.
This holiday season boasted a much
greater dichotomy of releases than ever
before, which, while not always a good
thing, certainly made a bip to the movies a
great deal more interesting.

Best Films:

Jerry Maguire Mission: Impossible
The People vs. larry Ftynt
Shine
Sleepers
'The English Patient
Trainspotting
Executive Decision
Fargo
looking for Richard

Worst Films:

Diabolique
Kingpin
The Ouest
Screamers
Eye for an Eye

'

The Crow: City of Angels
The Island of Dr. Moreau
Two if By Sea
Romeo and Juliet
On no particular order)
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Location!
Location!
Location!
• Walk1ng d1stance to Campus
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

.

. ~~

RUSH

PHICHITHETA .
_)

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Reasonable Rates
• Fumlshed or Unfurnished Units
• Ample Parl<ing
• Ftee Water

~,

JAN 19- ALUMNI PANEL
1
· ,
I 1
2 PM ZSH G-7
J Alj 2 1 - CORNER POCKET
7 - 9 PM
(
\JAN 22 - MOCKTAILS/MYSTERY)
)
8 PM HILLSIDE
JANi4- THEME PARTY
t
_ ..( 8 PM PLACE TBA . ·
~
,.

• Microwave
• Washer & Dryer
• Dishwasher
• lndMdual Leases

f··
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'
J
ANY QlJESTIONS CALL MELISSA AT
568-5253
,.

Check Us Out!!

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!

I

BD.If.'VE IT OR NOI THIS GUY
IS IN Ci.AE.
I

Excttementandadventure
srup potential and helps
11 the cowse d escnption,
you take on the ch aland Army ROTC is the
lenge of command.
name. It's the one college
There's no ob ligation
elective tha t b uilds ~
until your JUnior ye ar,
your seH-conUdence,
so there's no reason not
develops your leaderto try 11 out right now.

ARMYRO'It
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAU
F'or details. VlSll Bndgeforth Stadlum South. Rm. 205
or call 568-6264 or (800) ROTC-JMU
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'Smooth Luv'
The ultimate in seduction
by Phil Kinzler

_ _ _..,:a:.:~:.:..si.::.:sl:.::a~ntltt~tu res editor

It's the evening. and you're in your pad
eagerly awaiting your: special someone.
You've got dinner in the oven, candles on
the table and wine chillin' in the fridge.
You check your reflection in the mirror
(you look marvelous) and tum down the
lights, and suddenly you hear a knock at
your door.

I{ 1·: \ . I 1·: \\.
You escort your special someone into
you r place and comment on how
strikingly attractive he/!'he looks. As you
sit down to wine and appetizers, you
suddenly realize there Is no music playing.
Frantically, you search for the perfect
mood music and breathe a sigh of refief
when you come across the ideal CO.

Smooth Luv: tl1t ultimnte R&B collert10n.
Smooth Luv, released in '96, is indeed the
ultimate collection of 12 rhythm and blues
songs guaranteed to take any romantic
encounter to that next sexxxxxxy level.
The CD opens with the epitome of bass
voices, the crooner of countless romantic
ballads, the master of soul himself ...
baby, it's Barry White.
White's powerful voice in " Practice
What You Preach"provides the hook that
anyone who is looking for love will
immediately respond to. The song contains
what is quite possibly the best lyric on the
album, 111've had my share of lovers/some
say J' m damn good." Indeed, Barry,
indeed.
After White's latest love-fest is " I
Wanna Be Down" by Brandy. The teenager's first single is a seductive tune

listeners can get into, if the listener first
forgets that the singer is jailbait.
The new, improved, sexy Janet Jackson
is included next with her song ''That's the
Way Love Goes" from her album janet.
Jackson is really big lately, and she is sexy
even if she has had extensive cosmetic
surg2ry as the rumors go. This song, with
its tantalizmgly arousing lyrics, is a
shining example of how she's gotten In
touch with her erotic side.
The pre-Teddy Riley BLACKstreet
provides the next offering, "Before I Let
You Go," a sweet, sensuous ballad asking
for "one kiss goodnight." This tune
contains the second best lyric on the.
a lbum, ''I don't want to lose your sweet
love, so don't say goodbye, say good
night" Riley does play a role in the song.
though; his usual excellent production
skills make "Before I Let You Go"one o(
the best tracks on the album.
Richmond native 0' Angelo wails
soulfully through "Lady," the fifth track
on the CD. Following this is "Who Can I
Run To," a very mediocre ballad from

EMI - CAPITOL MUSIC GROUP

(' 0

I. I •; C' 'l' l

0

N

PIIOTO COURTF~W OF Dli-CAPITOI. MUSIC CROliP

Xscape.
Sade graces us with her seducti\'e song
"No Ordinary Love,"seven-plus minutes
of ins ight into a woman's feelings of
sensuous love.
Following Sade is an une>.pected artist.
lenny Kravitz, not normally known as an
R&B musician, offers up '1t Ain't Over Till
lt's Over." Honestly, this song was played
out when it was released two years ago,
but it fits this coUection well
The next two songs are by groups that
could easily be mistaken for each other.
SWV and Brownstone sing "Weak" and
'1fYou Love Me,"respectively. Both songs,
though stylis tically alike, are fanta s tic
examples of female vocalists. The songs

L

Smooth Luv Is part of "The Luv Collection.. by EMI.Capitol Music Group and Is sure
to provide an extra measure of excitement In any romanUc encounter.

are simply captivating.
Seventeen-year old Aaliyah, a prodigy
of R. KeUy sings "At Your Best (You Are
Love)." tt's a beautiful song, and she's got
a spectacular voice. One could fall in love
to it
And concluding this CD is "Your
Body's Callin'," by R Kelly himself. KeUy
is known for his sexy ballads, including
"Sex me" and "The Down Low (Nobody
Has to Know),"and this is not his best
effort But it is a fitting end to this CO; tf at
this point in the CD you and your significant other aren't groovin', this song should

get your body callin' for some Iovin' .
The Smooth Luv CD is part of The Luv
Collection by the EMI-Capitol Music
Group. The collection also includes Real

Luv: Country love songs, Hot Luv: Dance

so11gs, and Movie Luv: Movte soundtrack
S071gs.

You don't need a significant other to
enjoy Smooth Luv. The album is a fantastic
coUection of R&B ballads any music lover
ca n enjoy. But if you.'re ever havmg
trouble achieving the ultimate setting for
intimacy, Smooth Luv is definitely a catalyst
for romance.

'Northern ExpOsure': a retrospective
by David Gatton
contributing writer
fa111993, TV history was
made when CBS aired the first
pisode
of
.,Northern
Exposure.,. The show was not
ground-breeldns in the storyline
nor in shock value, but it dared to
show life and its humor as
conceived by an artist and an
intellectua.l.
"Northern~,. featured
a group of free-thinking
characters in a nonjudgmental
community, Ci<:ely, Alaska. In
the show, Cicely was founded as
a utopian community of artists
and philosophers and mnai.ns an
eclectic group of p«!q)le from all
walks of life and experience.
The series opened when New
York native Dr. Joel Fleischman
(Rob Morrow) received a
scholarship from the state of
Alaska for his medical education
at Columbia University. In
exchange for the scholarship, Joel
agreed to work for the state for
four years, inaccurately assuming

E

I

his service in
Anchorage.
Instead, the state sent Joel to
the tiny town of Cicely,
ulation 844. Fleischman had a
~d time adjusting to the
~ties of the town and its
inhabitants - he called it • '!pig
sty, hole-in-the-waD town with
bunch of dirty, psychotic
rednecks"'- but soon found
himself in the company of
persons whose thoughts and
ideas were real
Fleischman bonded early on
with many members of the
community, especially Ed
Chiglialc (Darren E. Burrows), a
local Indian who had never been
beyond a 50-mile radius outside
Cicely.
Ed, a shaman-in-training and
aspiring
movie
director,
experienced the outside world
through movies and lived as
though life was one
big
performance.
Fleischman also created a
great rapport with his landlord
and local bush pilot, Maggie
he would complete

a

O'Connell (Janine Turner).
From the first moment they
met, they were involved in a
love/hate relationship. By the
end of the series, the two finally
resolved their differences and feU
in love.
·
Their relationship had one
flaw, however; every time the
two would have sex, a SWl would
somehow fire. 11le stress of this
phenomenon eventually led to
Fleischman's departure from
CiceJy.
Maurice Minnifield (Barry
Corbin), an ex-astronaut, was the
man responsible for Fleischmen's
indentured servitude.
Maurice came to Cicely after
spending lime in the military as
an astronaut and saw nothing but
potential for the town . He
immediately bought 50,000 acres
of land and started a radio station
and a newspaper.
Soon after arriving in Cicely,
Maurice met a man named
Holling Vincoeur Oohn Cullum).
Holling was a local trapper and
immediately made life-long

friend s with Maurice, until the
day when Holling stole
Maurice's wife Shelly Marie
Tambo-Vincoeur
(Cynthia

Geary).
Maurice brought Shelly, the
Miss Northwest Passage beatity
queen to Cicely who instantly feU
in love with Holling. The only
problem was that she was forty
years younger.
Holling owned the local bar In
town, The Brick, which was the
only business in the small Alaska
town besides Ruth Ann's store;
run by the quirky Ruth-Anne
Miller (Peg Phillips) who came to
Cicely after her husband died in
World War D. She opened a local
general store, selling everything
from hunting licenses to fondue
pots.
In addition to these characters
was Chris Stephens Oohn
Corbett). He hosted the morning
show at Maurice's radio station
and is the pastor of the loca l
church. Chris is a mellow exconvict from West Vtrginia who
skipped parole and ended up in

Cicely after traveling alJ over the
country on his Harley.
He embodies the attitude of
the town through his open
philosophies toward life. This
was especially shown in the
episode where Chris had the
urge to fling a piano merely for
the sake of art
" Northern Exposure" is more
than a show about a doctor from
New York City who ended up in
Alaska. It is a show into which
one can see the peculiarities and
discoveries of everyday life.
The show gave the viewer an
amusing outlook on life and the
way we all live. It presented a
lifestyle in which day-to-day life
was more than a job and
monotony.
It was this ability to present
life's learning process as
entertaining which made
"Northern Exposure" a classic for
all time.

Editor's note: This article is the
first in a series of trt-weekly
rttrospectives on great TV shows of
tltt past.
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Ba

by Jim "Vegas" Terc,
assistnut fi•nlures edi or

n·

day• wer• excruciating.

The nights were no respite
from the agony ll was five
days since Generic Joe had arrived
at JMU, and it was just as many
days since he had taken a, well, for
lack of a better word, taken a poo-

poo.
Though joe's case might seem
extreme, for many JMU students
regular use of public restrooms is a
potentially awkward tf not d ownn ght uncomfortable experience.
From the hrst time livtng m a
freshman residence hall, where in
some instances students share a
bathroom with 30 s trangers, to
commuter students heeding the
call of nature on campus, the
search for a little comer of heaven
can be qutte daunttng. However,
based upon ,,n info rmal poll of
JMU students, the prospects don't
look too bleak. While opmions
vary, several students find they are
able to cope, if not dtscover an
earthly paradise right here at JMU.
For those Jiving on campus,
there are few, tf any, alternatives to
the bathroom que.<~tion . Ltke it or

not, at some point the natural
forces must take their course For
most on-campus upperclassmen
th1s is not a maJor dilemma, most
live in an arrangement where a
bathroom IS shared between four
people - people familiar wtth
each other. But for many freshmen,
the experience of sharinF a
bathroom with upward o 30
people requires a little adjustment.
:'I didn't like brushing my teeth
with 15 other people," junior
Meagan Vilsack said. " I didn't like
smelli ng throw-up on Sunday
evenings. All I wanted to do was
take a shower."
While many find the sheer
number of people sharing a
bathroom as a drawback to
freshman livmg, others view the
experience as positive.
"The pros [of sharing a
bathroom) are that you never have
to be a lone," sophomore Ktmmy
Gubser said. "There was a l way~
someone to have a conversation
with."
Meeting people is an essential
part of the freshman experience,
but bathrooms are not always the
most conducive setting for meeting
new buddies. Many people don't
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(a)SophomoreWendy Crocker relaxes In the Anthony-SeeCer Hall ladles' rot
(I)The first floor Eagle Hall ladles ask "Who Rocks Your World?"
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care to talk to others early in the
morning, and in some 1nstances
conversation is not only difricult
but impossible. Gubser remembers
one traumatizing bathroom
experience.
"Once some guy got drunk in
my hall," Gubser said. "As I was
ex1ting the bathroom he came in.
He threw up everywhere. What's
really gross was that he got it on
our walls. Apparently the clcaning
ladies don' t clean walls, so I had
to."
The clea nliness question
invariably arise; when lavatories
are concerned The scents and
sights can often make or break a
pos1tive
bathroom -going
experience Generally, students
prov1de high marks for campus
bathrooms
Larger
dorm
bathrooms, such as those in Eagle
and Shorts halls, are cleaned daily
dunng weekdays. However, over
the course of the two weekend
days when no one cleans the
bathrooms, the evening odors by
Sunday can be unforgettable.
"There's nothing quite ltkc the
Sunday evemng aroma in a dorm
bathroom/' junior Brian Bartlett
sa1d.

oom

Moving off campus resolves the
Sunday scent dilemma, but a
whole new host of concerns arises
in its place As a commuter, boc.hly
needs dictate the selccllon of a
favorite on campus bathroom.
Generally, s tudent preference
favors more modem facilities, but
even within the modem facilities
there is often a range of bathroom
styles from which to choose.
Carrier Library, w1th four major
public restrooms, offers a stunning
array
of
excretory
accommodations. Due to addibons
during the late '80s and early '90s,
it is possible to expericmce c1rca
'60s architecture on the second
floor of the library, an area that
appears to have largely restSted the
forwa rd movement of time, while
just one floor away on thl! third
floor, enjoyment of '90s public
living is possible. The third floor
bathroom offers a shelf to store
books, water faucets spou ting
warm water that never gets
scalding hot and an overall
amb1ance that says modern The
basement bathroom of Carner
Ltbrary, which can only be reached
through a winding labyrinth of
doorways, is an ideal space for
those seeking a more private
atmosphere. The basement
bathroom offers aU the benefits of
the third floor facility, but o n a
smaller scale.
Other modem builduig~ ~uch as
Zane Showkcr, Burruss and Taylor
halls draw high marks from
students for the bathrooms
contamcd within. Motion Sensitive
lights, full-length mirron; and
privacy make Taylor H all an
especially sought-after excretory
OOSIS.

lfOS BY LAURA SOULARlsttiflphowgraphrr

,s' room after a tough day of classes.

VtPUS
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"My favorite bathroom is the
third floor of Taylor where the
lights automatically come on,"
junior Adam Johnson said. " I
think seat belts and air bags are the
only way it could be improved."
Though the great majority of
students questioned in the
informal, statistically suspect
survey cited the Taylor bJthrooms
in particular as a favorite; others
felt the newer bathrooms to be
"sterile" if not altogether short on
personality.
" (The Taylor bathrooms are] too
fake and superficial," JMU '96
graduate Rob Keeling said. "Quite
honestly,
I
find
them
representational of the degradation
of the capitalist system. On the
other hand, the best bathrooms on
campus are in Maury [lfall] .
Specifically the second floor. It's
huge. It has a foyer . There are
double doors and you come out

and tt has a ballroom, not to
mention a nice view of 0-hall."
Junior Stevie Burkitt found
other reasons for favoring
ambiance
over
mo dern
convenience.
" I like the bathrooms where you
get to pass the time reading the
walls," Burkitt said. "The
bathrooms m the Harrison Annex
and Harrison [Hall] second floor
have ongoing sagas [above the
urinals] . One is about how long a
guy's pe nis is, and the other is
fraternity versus non-fraternity
banter."
Logic seems to dictate that the
m cest bathrooms o n ca mpus
would be found in administrative
buildings However, in one
student's quest to relieve himself,
he made a startling discovery
about the bathrooms in the upper
levels of Wilson Hall.
" J had d1fftculty finding the
light switch," sophomore Josh
G ross sa1d . " The switch was
located in an adjacent room on the
opposite "ide of the wall, Also 1t
[the bathroom] smelled like o ld
men."
Though few bathrooms w ere
classified as truly wretched by
s tudents, some received dubious
d istinctions - among them - the
men s room in the basement of
Warren H.lll. The absence of a
door at the entrance makes this an
cxhtbillonist's dream, but for the
more rcscn t>d th1s bathroom lacks
strong rtppcal.
Also amongst the bathrooms of
lesser note arc those in AnthonySt'cgcr ll all. With stall doors
reachtng only 4 feet 7 inches off the
ground .md mirrors that come just
up to ches t height, these
bathrooms evoke memories of
childhood Not s urpri smgly
Anthony-Sccger was originally
designed with kids in mind; the
building was once an elementary
school.
Fin.1lly, the D-hall bathrooms
draw consistently low marks from
students. Funny smells left one
visitor in b,1d humor.
" l haven' t been to the D-hall
bathroom in two months, and I can
s till sme ll the scent on my
clothes,"sophomorc
Benji
Wilhelm . said.
The searc h for the ideal
bathroom is ultimately up to the
individual. Many students testify
that the discovery of their own
little com~r of heaven here at JMU
has its own rewards.
"Some bathrooms have a
complimentary copy o f Tlte Breeze
on the floor," junior Andy Berger
said .

... ..etA.

·--=

(a) Residents of the EagJe Hall flrat ftoor ladles' room, show off the1r
decorative talent
(b) 'Vertigo• meets the Anthony..seeger ladles' room.
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Recycle-,
Reu_
s e,
Reduce!
-- ·--

-~:1•.,.

Do you have
a story .for
The Breeze?

Call x 6127
and give us
the scoop! .

.-_

Greek Events and
Announcements
Applications for
the Assistant
Greeh Coordinator
Positions will be
a"allable tomorrow

at the Office of
Greeh Life In Taylor
ZOS. Applications
must be returned
by Januar

CD

lftEN7ION
JMU MEN! ·

I1J

or the 13th consecutive
semester, JMU Greeks have
held a higher GP.A than the
at-large student body. The current
Greek GPA is 2.93, with the student
body averaging 2.89. The top three
fraternities and sororities of last
semester finished as follows
Fraternities

fRifNOS DON'T lH fRifNOS
DRIVf DRUNK.

I .Alpha Chi Rho
2.Alpha Kappa Lambda
3 .Sigma Chi
Soron•t•tes 1
l.Alpha Sigma Alpha
2.Zeta Tau Alpha
3.Sigma Sigma Sigma

At
~

~---

'---·

- ... --.......
••-· 711"
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Thomas Crapper . • • the man, the myth, the legend
Commentary
_____by Phil Kinzler
e
omnipresence of
a throoms has caused
many of us to take them for
granted . No one is really sure
how the modem toilet came into
existence, and quite frankJy, who
cares? The onJy time we concern
ourselves with the toilet is when
we have to go ... I mean reaJly
GO! That urging, the constant
pressure, the discomfort . . .
Uhhh, I'll be back in a second
OK, much better. You just
never seem to know when nature
is gomg to call.
Now, as I was say,ing, we take
bathrooms for granted. But today,
good audience, I am going to take
you on a ride in the ol' Way &ck
Milchine to discuss the history of
the toilet, or as they say in France,
"Ia toilet."
But first, 1 have a digression. I
was . "surfing the Web"
(Kowabunga!) the other day and
found"The
Toilet
Page"
(\•tww ma.ultranetcom/-tcarr/)
by Nathan Jones from Australia. I
have a problem with this page for

Ti

one distinct reason - the page is
based in Australia, which is in
the southern hemisphere where
the toilets flush counterclockwise, which is dec1dedJy wrong.
Anyway, there was a story on
this page that I will now relate,
and I promise this is the honest
truth:
"On a Thursday in October
1996 at approximately 2 p m.
Tom Carr walked into the second
floor men's room and procet!ded
into the second stall from the left
to relieve himself. Upon sitting
down on the toilet, the structural
integrity of the porcelain was
compromised by his massive
posterior. The mount of the toilet
o;hattered and the bowl fell to the
floor exploding into ceramic
splinters."
See, if this happened in
America, Tom Carr would not
only have a bruised and battered
butt, he also would have a great
lawsuit. But this happened in
Australia, where the lawyers
don't advertise on TV, they
spend their time in the Outback
playing with a boomerang or
perhaps a didgeridoo.

But this is not a story about
strange musical instruments, it's
about a man whose name has
become synonymous with all
that is flushable, Thomas
Crapper. So join me in the Way
Back Machine, and let's go!
Yes, JMU, there really was a
Thomas Crapper. According to
Andy Gibbons, the historian for
the Intern a tiona I Thomas
Crapper Society (really!), and
author/researcher
Ken
Grabowski, Crap~r was born in
September 183(( in England
(home of the really, really big
swarms of pigeons) and enjoyed
a successful career in plumbing
from1861-1904.
Crapper ran two of the three
Crapper plumbing ~hops until he
retired in 1904. He served as the
royal samtary engineer for
members of England's nobility
but was never knighted, so he
couldn't raise h1s rates (just
kidding)
According to the Plumbing and
Mechanical Magazint web page,
Crapper holds nine patents on
plumbing-related products.
However, he didn't invent the

Whe·n in Rome.

toilet. A patent was issued in
1819 to a Mr. Albert Giblin for his
"silent valveless water waste
preventer," a "symphonic
discharge system that allowed a
toilet to flush effectively when
the cistern was only half full." It
even had a primitive electric eye
for automatic flushing; however,
electricity wasn't m widespread
use at this hme, so there was a
constllnt out of order sign on the
toilet and people continued
peeing m holes in the ground
Anotht>r popular myth is that
the word "crap" came from
Crapper's name. Of course it
didn't, don't be ridiculous. Why
would anyone think that? "Crap"
came from many different
sources, likt> the Dutch "krappe,"
Middle Englic;h "crappy,"or Low
German "krape" (a vile and
inedible fi.:.h).
According to the fntemational
Thomas Crapper Society,
Crapper's name came to be
associated with the toilet during
World War I when American
doughboys, so called because
they were soldiers, originated the
slang "crapper" because they

saw the words "T. Crapper·
Chelsea" printed on the tanks.
The doughboys (tickle me on the
stomach and hear me go 'heehee') came back to America, used
the "crapper," and found that
toilet paper in America is much
better than anywhere else in the
world. They soon encouraged
otht>r:. to use the slang "crapper,''
and because we spend so much
time in the bathroom, the slang
·
became the vernacular.
So that, my friends, is the end
to a rea II y long story. H you
would like to learn more about
the ongins of the toilet, I urge
you to seek professional help. '
Once you've been committed, get
on the Web and look up the

Plumbmg and Merlumrcal MnKazmt
webs1te, (www .the plumber.
com) rt has all sorb of useles'>
tidbits about plumbing sure to
take up s pace in your br<1in
normally used to reta1n tht.>
penod1c table.
The history has been told. and
I expect no one will take a toilet
for granted again . And
remember, a cle.m.crappt.>r is a
happy crapper!

• •

Traveling throughout Europe poses unanticipated problems ,
can squat right over it."
Traveling with a group in Italy at the
time, Brookshire said after a long day of
Ah, the sights and sounds of Europe.
touring and a long b~ak from a toilet,
Even the least prepared travelers know of "many went in there and (once looking nt
the toilet) came right back out."
the lliffel Tower in Paris or the Colosseum
in Rome or the AJps in Swit:z.crland. These
Senior Diane Junker remembers what
treasures bring golden images into our ~ be best described as "little cubbies on
heads of the Old~ rid. But even the most the street the ~ize of n powder room."
prepared advenruttl\ may not be ready for Wlule she encountered the bathrooms on
the !'>mallest detail, the detail which has the streets of London, :.he said she has a
shocked some and horrified others, the
friend who ran into her own cubbies in
detail which is about..as inconsistent across Prance. She continues, quite confusingly,
Europe as the food at O.hall. Oh, what else "The_y are almost like a tuna fish can. It's a
could be so widely discussed but the moot t4ll gray little shack and yo~ put money in
'f"itiii the door ~lides open ke an elevator
personal of all devi~- alas, the toilet.
For the average ~can in Europe, a door."
f
simple trip to f}le john can be as
~in theory to a pqta p:>~, these
challenging,as ftn((lng a parking place in .:.bathrooms differ in tlat they are
the gravel pitat 10 a.m. A toilet can range permanent contraptions on the sidewalk.
(rom a hole in the ground to a little cubby
It's possible to walk out of the most
on the street to
tiny room wtiidi
memepble tourist attraction. and be
transforms ii\i> a shower. But even~ a •
l'king directly next to one.
single Euro~n counftv may have all of · " ~ the most conllsing time for
the aforementio fct toilet variations and,
American in a Europeap toilet (Omes
most likely, many cnore. But perha~ the "!:ht!'n It's time to leave. In the United
greatest joy ofit aftll8~th8t behind each stall Sta~es, it's relatively sta ndard that one
door lies a myste ~ one never quite pUShes down the handle to flush the toilet,
knowswhatheorsheisgoingtoget.
but in Europe it's rarely that simple,
Bob BrooK!hire, associate professor of i~CCOfding to travelers.
information and decision sciences, has
The flushing device on toilets on the
taken two student groups abroad during other side of the Atlantic can range from a
his tenure at JMU. Laughing, he remem- button to push to a button to pull; flushing
bers one of his most memorable bath· can occur by pulling a string or flipping a
rooms m Europe, a toilet that may be stret· switch. Since each toilet is different, thE'
chingitselftoevenbecalled a tolletatall.
most difficult part occurs when one
"Many places in europe, especially attempts to figure out exactly how to flush
southern Europe, have, basically, thl e it Many said the button is sometimes
ceramic holes [in the ground] with places camouflaged on the top or dbguised as a
to put your feet on both sides . .. so you
light switch, therefore makin) a quick

jaunt to the toilet an adventure.
'Another unexpected twist European
toilet may hurl at the unprepared traveler
IS the money that many cha rge just to
enter. Although usuall) not a lofty sum,
it's an inconvenience, nonetheless.
Dunng her European tra\·el~, senior
Suzanne Liola ~aid, "I got charged for
usin$ the bathroom a lot." But she does
offer a sOlution for those a little light in the
pq_c:kets· 'tfind yourself a free mu.c;eum."
f!lowever, when a free mu<>eum is not
around, one might run into a few snags.
Melissa J<arpouzes. a 1995 alumna who
has spent a great deal of time traveling
across Europe and recently retumed from
inn!rning in LQildon, recalls a tiiT)c ~n
J.ondon ·w here in order o use the
bat~m, she wa~ required to deposit 10
penc~ (about 15 cents) and then walk
through a turnstile "When I put 10 pence
in and pushed the tumstile, it didn't \)'Ork,
so I jumped over it," she said. A woman
working at the station yelled <lt her, but not
wanting a desperate plea to the woman to
prevent her from using the loo, Karpouzes
continued her run to the toilet.
BrookShire recalls a similar incident in
norence, but instead of having to pay for .
the use of the toilet. "you had to pay them
for the toilet paper before you go in .
because there is not any in the stalls."
But for some travelers, the mere
existence of toilet paper was a blessing in
disguise Karpouzes said toilet paper is
never a given accessory in European
toilets.
"You're lucky they hnvc toilet paper
and then you b) to 1'\.'.ll. h it, and then you
reali1.e why there'~ so much ... you've got

to reach so far," she said with a laugh.
If one i~ fortunate to find toilet p..1per,
much like thl• toilets tht>m5elves, there IS
very little consistency Liola quld...ly
discovered one of the most not.lble
differences between the Umted States and
Europe is the variety of toilet paper which
differ~ between countries. She came up
with an inter ting way to share the toiiN
papers of Europe with her family.
"I wanted to do something cool for my
brother, so I sent him (toilet paper) from
each country," she said . So in every
country, she stuffed a U.S.-bound1
envelope with nothmg mor~ than a piece
of toalet ~~· L.irila managed to confuse
her family while having some fun . s~
found the re;uhs WE're quite interesting.
"ln Franre they Ire pink, some are gray,
some are like a s.and·papery brown, some
were a coarse gray . .. every shape anc:tl "
'size."
r.
But aside from the few inconveniences
iA European bathrooms, there are some·
gems. Brookshire, along with h1s wife'
Cathy, ..aid the most impressive toilet, by
far, in Europe was found in none other
than the Santa Maria deUe Grazie in Milan,
the home of LeOnardo da Vinci's "The Last
Supper."
Cathy Brookshire explains: "You
couldn't c;ee 'The Last Supper' [because ol
the scaffold set up around itj," but _
apparently the toilets made up for the tnp.
"They had beautiful hand-painted tiles,"
she said
While the totlets of Europe may not be
typic.1l by Aml•rican standards, one thing _,_
is indi-.putable- they do let one t.lke c.ne
of bu.;incss. So next time in Rome .. .
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**** our tar .IZZG
Ask for a College Special

20" 4-Star General
College Special .$ 9.99

I'm Not Your Papa,
I'm the Four Star General

16" 4-Star Large
$ _
College Special 6 99

•

14" 4-Star Medium
College Special $5.00

..

12" Submarine Sandwiches
Ham&Cheae
Italian
B.L.T.
Pizza Sub
.
Roast Bed & Cheese
Steak & c-.eese ·
Turkey & Cheese
Classic Meatball
Western Meatball
Veggie Sub
CheaeSub
All Subs Include:
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Cheese, Italian Dressing,
Mayonnaise, Mustard.

=
-

JUZA·

$5.29

I

Mushrooms & Extra Cheese•••SO
Bacon & Extra Meat ••••••1.00

CALL 433-3776
-

415 N MAIN ST
HBG. VA. 1gao1

I

I

HRS: 11.:00A-I:OOA SUN-THUR
. 11:00A-3:00A FRI-SAT

You .could also enjoy
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot --W~ngs,
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner,
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx,
and Salads.
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Men are just as prone to
be victiDJs of sexual assault
I applaud The Br«u f<Jr keeping the
topic of rape and ~xual assault fresh in the
minds of the students
at JMU, but I
am offended deeply by the fact that an
entire side of the problem has been
ignored. Everything that has been pnnted
thus far has dealt with men as the
aggressors and women as the victims.
However, this is not always the case, even
at a place like JMU.
Every year we hear more and more
about the rights of victims of sex crimes,
but the victims who are protected are the
women, not the men. It is expected that
when a man drinks, he always wants ~;
this is not any more true than assuming
that all women who drink want sex as
well . However, the statements made by
columnists in 71re 8ret!U on both Monday,
Nov. 4, 1996, (Anonymous article, "Not
even JMU is safe from date rape") and
Thursday Nov. 14, 1996, (Christine
Yesolitis' column, "Rape Survivors:
Victims of a flawed mind set") have done
more than just imply this.
I cannot believe that no one in this age
of gender equali~ has even noticed this
mconsistency. According to both the
anonymous article and the opinion
column, men are always the aggressors
and women are always the victi~. Miss
Yesolltis even presents her opinions by
stating that she wishes she "cou ld
understand what the thriU about going to a
party and getting lucky with a woman
who is just prey."
Statements like these further enforce
beliefs that it cannot happen to a man

nere

because he is the one raping the woman,

always.

If a man had been !'exually assaulted
and then read Tht Breeze article and
edit()rial, he may not ever have had the
courage to step forward and get the help
and support that he may need. Men who
have been assaulted should not be further
alienated.
Most men and women believe that "it"
cannot happen to them, but it can happen
to both sexes and it does. Men have a
much harder time coming forward about
their experiences, but they are still real.
Men have to face the Idea of not being
believed, being forced to live through the
assault agam and again, and feeling the
shame that goes along with it. Men also
get the comments from other men. Men
are aSSumed to be homo:.exual if "they (Jid
not want it," ind there are almost no laws
that P.rotect men over: tM age of 18. If a
cf)ild is sexually a sauHed, there is
immediate action, as there c;hould be, but if
a young man of 18 yeaiS and two months
gets assaulted, that's too bad.
These are laws that need to be changed
and attitudes that need to be changed as
well. If men thought that people would
c:are and not ridicule them, then there
would probably be many more reports of
sextllll assault charges against women. I
am not trying to belittle the problems that
face women on a day-to-day basis; I am
merely trying to help people see the other
siC:Ie of the coin.

-Anonymous commentary
+

; e.ftJft;J~ ~-- "~~~ ~
you A STAR?
Do you WANT ro bE?
ARE

has recently gone through a redesign.
We want to know what you think.
Send compliments or complaints to
the_breeze@jmu.edu
Some of the things we would like to know are:
Is it easy to find the stuff you want?
Should we bring back classifieds?
Do pages load fast enougH
Are there enough/ too many pictures and graphics?
Should
have an index pa~e?
What other features would you like to see?
Should we add a PlzotoNet for unpublished photos?
Which sections do you look at most or least?

:,e

&mt

.

~aught· in
- Sl.liiiZIINIIIl

ht·t·p:7/bt.. eezeJmu.edu
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The Coraer Stage Ia Taylor
Down Under i•looldag for
stadeats to perform aad
showcase their talent. Although
we welcome aU iaterested acts.
we are eepedally looking for
ualqae, diverse
/, mUitic:altaral ·
performer•.
DO
ITI
I

•

.'·' 0

U yoa are interested in performing in
mu. call the Center for Off Campus
Uviag at x6071 or stop by Taylor 102 to
slga ap. Doa't walt! Spoa 811 ap qldddyl

,....
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WE'RE BACK!
1st General Meeting of Students for Camp Heartland:
~

Thursday,Jan. 16

ll4MCl1 Bl4ffd"
$4.5D

~ 6-7poi

1-

~

£vettiMS Buffa
$6.95

Taylor303

flt££

If you have any questions or can't attend the meeting
and want to get involved,
call Michelle x6887

D~liv~!

1;88 S. MaiM St

4
03
.~ ~------------------~----~L~4~3~-3~o~~~~~~~~~~~
~

Is ·there
something
you would
like to see
covered
•
m
your .
student
newspaper

ASSOIITED VARE'TJES

Items ' Prices COOd Thru Jan 18. 1997

I

\\<-d. IS JThur

161Fn 17 (Sall8j

~ 1997 . The Kroger co.Items
'PncesGood In~ We
I'!S«Ve tht right to imlt (llglltiUes.,
None sold to dealers.

BlgK

SOFtDI1nks
1~ 12-Gr. Clns

'f'!

Always 8ood. Always Fresh

j~mJ-

~

•

Call us:
News:
.

)

x6699

Focus: x6729
Style/: x3846
Opinion'

I

- Sports: x6709
· Photo: x6749

BUY OIIE CET ONE

WAT. FA TREE Oil

~--~,.FREE!
Macaroni
BUY OIIE CET OlE
• Cheese ....
FREE!

KllCXiER
ASSOR 71:0 VARfETIES

Pappa/o's
Pizza
19.2-21.9«.

BUY ONE GET ONE

'FREE!

1.25«

IN THE DELVIIAKBlY

= . . . . . 1MFREE!
a«. OIPOR SUCAR
KllOCER

BUY OIIE CET ONE

I

Apple Rolls

eerea1 ........... 15«

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE!
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Dukes' Howard recaptures early-season form
Junior fOrward breaks out of
slump with career performance

IAN GRAHAM/stnior pltotographtr
JMU junior forward Chatney Howard attempts One of his 19 shots
from the field ......,. the Dukes' 85-80 victory over GeorJe Mason
Monday at the Convo. Howard, who transferred from Allegany
(Md.) Commumtj Cole. ., tiiOke out Of a~ ilump wfth a
career_..l&h 29 polnb and 10 rebound• a...Mt the Patriots.

by C. Scott Graham
sports editor

A lot can be said for putting
forth the extra effort to be
successful. Just ask JMU men's
basketball JUnior forward
Chatney Howard
In the three games preceding
his 29-point, 10-rebound
performance in the Dukes' 85-80
Colonial Athletic Association win
over George Mason University
Monda y at the Convocation
Center, Howard said he felt
uncomfo rtable and sometimes
hesitant on the floor.
Ins tead of a llowing his
competition, or even himself, to
exploit has recent uneasiness,
Howard used his time before and
after practice refining his skills
and improvang the physacal side
of his game.
" I've been in the weight room
• and taking extra shots with Jamar
[Perry, JMU freshman guard)
after practace trying to keep
myself active, not giving myself
too much rest," Howard said.
Or too much lime to think
about the mmi-slump the 6-foot4, Davadsonville, Md., nabve had
been experiencing . In fa c t,
H o ward 's boxscore for those
three games read. four points anci
fave rebounds agai.J'\St the College
of William & Mary; 10 points and
si x turnovers against Virginia
Commonwealth University; and
20 points (15 of which came in
the second half), five rebounds
and four turnovers agatnst
American University Not exactly
what the Dukes' top scorer (17.8
points per game) and thirdleading rebounder had hoped for
in , his first three conference
cont~ts.

So was there ever a point
when Howard , the Dukes'
leacimg scorer in three of their
first six games, including a 26-

poant effort against M o ntana
State Universaty Dec. 14, began to
doubt himself?
"Yeah, 1dad, but c\'crybody on
this team was pickmg me up,"
Howard sa ad. "Coach Chuck's
[DrieseiJ, men's assistant coach]
been on me, giving m e ad vice
that l can use the rest of my life,
telling me, ' Yo u' ve got to stop
feeling sony for yourself '"
Needless to say, the younger
Driesell's advace and H oward's
extra work paid big div1dcnds for
the Dukes, as they upped their
overall record to 9-4 - 3-1 in the
CAA - with the victory against
the Patrio ts, which at times
seemed to be a Chatney Howard
highlight film.
With his jersey untuckcd and
hb shorh hanging around his
knee;, t loward did a lot of some
thangs and a little bi t of every
thing to help JMU he<1d coach
Lefty Driesell to his 676th c•moer
w m. Whether it was s lashing to
the basket, grabbing one of his
seven offensive rebound s or
dashing out one of his gam(.~hagh
five assists, Howard madt• the
most of his opportunity to excel
before the estimated 5,500
spectators who may have never
seen him play before
Alnng the way, he even
garnered praise fro m George
Mason head coach Paul
Westhead: "[ thank he's a very
nice player ... a nice addition for
the league."
However impress ive H oward's athletic display agamst the
Patraots was, hi s teammates
knew it was just a matter of time
before the player Driesell said
could be the best player at JMU
got back on track.
" lie JUSt stopped hesitatang
tonight," JMU sophomore
forward Fred Boyd said. " He
played like he can play, taking
the ball to the [basket], making

the shots when he was open. He
just went after it tonight."
Driesell said, "Ton igh t
[Chatney) played loose, he
played hard
and with
confidence The last cou ple of
games he's played good one half
and bad the next. l think he's just
getting experienced and staying
within his role."
It's a role that to some JMU
basketball fans tncludcs resident
pogo stick, especia lly when the
Dukes attempt the a lley-oop ~
inbounds pass to Howard from
unde rneath thear offensive
basket. "That's a play we try and
do to get the crowd goang,"
Howard said.
JMU sophomore gua rd
Eugene Atkinson, who scored 18
points and grabbed nine
rebounds
Monday,
~aid,
"C.hatney's JUst so athletic; he can
just jump over evt!rybody."
Yet, the mystery remains,
where did Howard come from?
Those unfa miliar with JMU
basketball may infer Howard has
freshman eligibility bt.>cause this
is his first year wHh the Dukes.
On the contrary, Howard
tra nsfer red to JMU from
Allegany Community College in
C umberland, Md ., where he
averaged 17.4 poants, seven ...
re bou nds, 3.8 assists and 2.6
steals while shooting 63.9 percent
from the floor. For his efforts,
Howard earned third team Junior
College AU-American honors and
was considered the No. 10 junior
college talent by the january

1996Recnuter's Handbook
As for the recognibon Howard
ea rned from his h ead coach
regardang his place among
fo rmer JMU bas ke tball greats,
Howard said, " I think my game's
a long way from where it's going
to be when J leave here."
Afte r Howa rd's performance
Monday, that's a scary thought.

JMU grapplers gear up for Virginia·State Championships
I

by Justin M. Christopher
staff writer
The JMU wrestling team entered this season as
arguably the best ~uad coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer has
had since taking over the program in 1988. The Dukes
are looking for the opportunity to prove that at this
weekend's Virginia State Championships in
Charlottesville.
" We've performed pretty well as individuals,"
Bowyer said. "We're definitely a little banged up right
now, but we have great depth, and 1 think when we get
healthier and gel a little bit, we' ll be a pretty solid
team."
As for this week~d, the Dukes, who currently stand
at 2-1 for the season, hope to improve upon their secondplace finish at the state meet last year. In order to
accomplish this, JMU will have to compete against host
University of Virginia, Old Dominion University,
Virginia Tech, Virginla Military Institute, Norfolk State
University, Longwood College and defending state

-

champion George Mason University.
This year the tournament field was expanded to eight
teams; in previous years five teams have competed in the
state meet.
This weekend will also present the Dukes with an
opportunity to make an amposing first impression on
Colonial Athletic Association foes ODU and GMU, and
Virginia, VMI and Virginia Tech, each of whom the
Dukes will compete against later this season.
" I think this weekend will be important for the team,
especially the younger guys/' senior Pat Coyle said . "I
don't think they r\'alize how talented some of them really
are and doing well at states will give them some
confidence they're going to need when dual-meet and
conference season comes around.
"Also, we can give other teams something they nee<,i
to worry about."
Even though the Dukes are looking forward to the
state meet, they also have their priorities in order and
realize their perfonnance this weekend is just another
step toward the CAA Tournament.

~---~---
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"A lot of our veteran guys ha ve been he re long
enough and have the experience to realize that what
happens now doesn' t mean a whole lot in March,"
Bowyer said. " I think that's where our senior leadership
will really help us."
Junior co-captain and defending state champion Brian
Collier said, "We know that it's goang to take a lot more
than just winning [the state championship] to achieve
our team goal , and that's always been to win the
conference."
Perhaps the best thing that could happen for the
Dukes this weekend would be to leave Charlott~ville
without suffering any more injuries.Vanous rucks and
bruises have kept many of the Dukes out of action,
causing Bowyer to have to shuCfle his lineup at times.
"It's a day-to-day thang," Bowyer said. "We're going
to put out the 10 best kids we can, d~pending on who is
healthy."
Bowyer and the Dukes hope that's good enough to
bring the Virginia state wrestling championship back to
Harrisonbu~.

--

~----------_
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It's about time you
started giving back.

Conle hear what makes us tick.
Find out if you have what it takes to be a part
of the nation's largest co-ed fraternity.

l?ut?A AftAa 'PAi ~Megu
Attend an Informational Smoker:

•

.I
.I
.I
.I
I•
I•
.I
.I
I•
I
.

s
.
I

.; .i
I'
jFeaturing two Nautilus lines, oly"!'pic weJght ro~m. aerobics, indoor. track, !
• skywalkers, stairmasters, treadmills, hfecycles, hfesteps, rowers, whl_r1J?OOI,I
I finnish sauna, tanning systems, lock~rs/showers •. personal superv1s1on, •
I
• child care, weight loss, sandwiCh/jUice bar, martral arts and massage. .
1790-84 E. Market St.
.I
.
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
.I
Spotswood Valley Square (Behind T J Max)
(540) 433-3434

JOIN NOW AND RECEIVE A FREE
TANNING PACKAGE!
A(,f)!l
Forinfocai/Sean(574-4032!
A<l>!l
You OWe It To YourseH•••
~~~~~~~o-rL_~_ar_~_4_-5_M_JJ~~~~~~~ '·-·----~-~~-~~~~~~---·TODAY: January 16th,
Zane Showker 105,7:30 pm.

~ STUFF

011
SALEI

If you weren't at the men's
basketball game on Monday Here's What You Missed:
I

Built to. Spill Counting Crows
Bjork
Danzig
Jamiroquai
Kom
Beck
Lusicious Jackson
Bush
Evita Soundtrack
Cake
·MazzyStar
Shawn Colvin
Ph ish
Romeo' & Juliet
Prince
Soundtrack

I

I

I

•

TONS OF STUFF ON SALE!

1. Bob Riggins won over $75.00 in gift
certificates from Chili's.
2. Exciting prizes given by WSVA &
Keith's Auto Sales.
3. Jamie Durnil and Bryan Jackson hit
half-court shots to win $3,000 from
Subway/Port Road Exxon.

AND WE'RE NOT FINISHED
GIVING THINGS AWAY!
Your next chance to win is
Saturday, January 18th, 4:30p.m .
vs. UNC-Wilmington

Don't Miss Out!
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Game of the Week: North
Carolina-w11mington at JMU, Jan. 18,
4:30p.m.. Convocation Center.
Outlook: Battle-weary U"'JCW•lm•'\Stcm comes to town looktng to
pull even
the CQ.nference. The
Seafiawks~e the toughest nonconfe ce
e in the l~ue, and
this I bet ·r ~ road ~me in
eight ia'Ys:
coUJa·be a touglt nut to
crack, ~gh- UNCW aUows only ~
poants ~r ga~< second in the
confere
an OWDI the ~ond-best
turnover marg~ UNCW has the ~t
stagnant offense fu ~witt\ it."though.
Dukes Notes:

ZONED Out: The Dukes handled the
zone thrown Uhem by GMU: better
than they h e all , •• . ettatney
Howud and Eugene AtldtiiOn diove to
the basket aU night, eithtr dishing it off
or ta1ung it ~lves. 'iWe practire that
aJI the time in practice, attacking more,
tryang to get the ball dowet low instead
o( just shooting lh
. Howard said.
The practice pald off
Howard had a
career night, and A~ had 18 points
and nine rebounds. ~y also led the
team in assists that ni~t.
pOINT OF INTEREST: After Monday's
game, Driesell ~id he'd consider playing
Atkinson at th~int in order to get
guard Ryan C
rto more playing
time. Both we9!"&i
game along with
Howard for exteh ed periods of time
against GMU. with pPant guards Ned
Felton and JamM Pmy on the bench.

\\. I~ 1-: S T I . I ' <;
Dukes go 1-1 at American
tri-meet
The JMU wrestllng squad took a win
.lnd a loss in a three-team meet Friday at
American University.
The Dukes beat Colonial Athletic
Association opponent American, 21-18, for
their second win of the season.
JMU dominated the middle weight
categories, led by senior Trent Boyd. Boyd
pinned American's Greg Mar~h in 2:35,
and freshman Mitch Uehling pinned J.D.
Bnggs in 4:21 for the Dukes' only falls.
The victory was Uehling's first of his
career. Boyd improved his season record
to 114 with a victory in both matches.
Boyd's second win was one of three the
Dukes had against Buffalo. Doug Batey
and Chris Vidak collected the other wins
m JMU's 9-32loss.
JMU is now 2-1 overall, 2-0 in the CAA.
The Dukes head to the Virginia State
Championships January 17-18 (see arttcle,
page23).

Two students hit halfcou.rt shot
After being shut out in two previous
contests, two JMU students hit the $3,000
halfcourt shot at halftime of the JMU-

Mm

Game of the Week: Old Dominion
at JMU, Jan. 17, 7:30 p m., Convocation
Center.
Outlook: This is round one of the
battle for first place m the conference.
Old Dominion comes to t.ht? Convo with
the No.2 national ranking and wins over
basketball powers Stanford and
Tennessee ODU didn't lo:.e a CAA
game last year, and it hasn't yet this
season. If anyone has a chance, though,
it's the Dukes. They.~ere tNi last team to
beat ODU, in the 1~·~
n. Seniors
Sarah Schreib llftd Holly Rilinger are
the only Duke. left &om that team, so
look for them to lll!p up. ~enter Oarisse
Machanguaoa Is die MOnarchs' fourth
different
,..,.._ ol the Week of this

Stalk
\\oon6
Lo\tl

OldDommlon
Easa Carolina

James M8disoo

Wool
Won2
Won I
l..o!il3
Lost3

Rithmond

vcu

WiJham&Muy

OeorgeMa_~

UNC Wilmi~taton
American

Losal
~~

8ad01

GP

I. Nate ~MU
1. Cbatilij
rd. JMU
3 OdcU~ODU
~. Paoidd:a. VCU
S Rick Ed..-cl , UR
6 Nll.han Snuth, AU

I~

13
16
12
II
13

B~bmllldlll

GE

~Q.

Ax&.

I Eric PoOle. UR

II
16

104
137
112
100
84
99

9.S
8.6
8.0
7.7
7.6
7.6

2. Odell Hodge, oou
4. George .P,o*f. CMU
3 Sbalca ArnOld, W&M
S. Rick EdWinh. UR
6. Rapbael EdWiltda, ECU

&

Ax&.

306

21.9

131

284
200
177
206

.....

13
II

13

17.8
17.8
16.7
16.1
15.8

season

AsdUs

No, Aye,

I Brion Dunlap, OOU

91
S7
60
64
39
47

2. Cartos Cueto. UR
11
3 Shennan Ha.rrulton. VCU 12
4. Con~ I Seo«, GMl)
14
Paoick Lee. vcu
12
6. t:Mnorit Franklin, UNCW I

s.

5.7
5.2

S.O
46
3.3
29

CAA Player of the Week
Senior forward !tick Edwards, Richmond

OukesNoe.
RIGHTING RILINGER: JMU point
guard Holly RiJ~ has shown signs of
getting her offensive game back on track.
Despite a poor shooting performance,
the senior had a season high 19 poinh.
ven;us George Mason last Friday, going
12-of-13 from ttie line. She also had" four
assists, four steils aild a block.

Otn'SIOE T
TS; One advantage
JMU has over
U is the ability of its
post players to hit from ou~ide. Schreib
and sophomore CU\ter Emeka WiUi.ams
have shown the ability to hit the threepoint shot this season. Walliams is
shooting 42 ptrcent from three-point
range. Neither Machanguana or forward
Nyree Roberts have hit a three for ODU.

WOMEN'S
Women

SJ.mk
Won 12
Won5
Won I
Won I
Lo:.t I
Won I
Lost I
l.cKt3
l.cKt8

Old Doriun10n
Jam~ Mactlo;oo
George Ma.<.On

vcu

Richmond
UNC·WIImin&ton
American
East Carohnn
WilhBm and Mill)'

Srodoa

Gl

rJ,s, Al::la

I C MxlwlguQt~a, ODU
2 Ju\lu1C A~, ectJ
3. Mu:hclle nn,
4. K Ale:~~andcr. OMU
S Kn 1A Jay. GMU
6. Mill)' Klima. AU

14
13
12
13
13
12

259
220
189
201
196
178

B~b!wodio&

Ge

I. Mill)' Khma. AU
2 Nyrec Roberu. ODU
J. Sarah Schrdb, JMU
4 Tracey Kelley, ECU
S T11 h3 Thomas, GMU
6 Ch.nqy G:lmbil, UNCW

12
14
13
12
13
13

110
122
lU
99

141
It

AsSU:i
I. Plllric1n Pentchcn-o, OOU
2. Kaue Averyt. W&M
3. flolly Rlllnger, JMU
4 Erin Cunun. UR
~ Sarah Trnyerll. vcg
6 K Alexander. GM

11
J4

tJ

13

~Q.

18.5

16.9
I S8
IS.S

15 I
14.8

An.
92

tOO

87
8.6
8.3
7.7

96

7.4

~!l.

An.

Ill
69
76

79
5.8
5.7
5.4

53

41

68

45

s.o

CAA Player of the Week
Senior Clarisse Machanguana. ODU

George Mason University game in the
Convocation Center Monday night.
junaor Jamie Durnil, the first of five
contestants Monday night, was one of the
winners. The ftnal contestant, senior Bryan
jackson, also hit the halfcourt shot. Jackson
6tarted at guard for the JMU football team
in 1996.

The winnings from the contest,
sponsored by Subway and Port Road
.Exxon, go toward next semester's tuition.

Dukes improve to 3-1 in CAA
JMU (SS)
Howntd
Loll
Booz.er
Felton

rg
n
mJn m·a m·a
32 11 -19 5·1
23 "i·6 0.()

~b

o-t a
7-10 5
0-1
I
0.4 I
().3 2
4-9 4
I2 0
().0 I
06 3
o.s 0
23 0
14-43 17

pr tp
4 29
2 10
4 9

32 l ~ '\.5
4
21 I S 3-4
s
I 18
Atkin.~n
36 7- 14 2·2
14 1-4 25
I s
Perry
Mali~
2 0.() 0-0
0 0
20 2·6 2-2
Cuhceno
3 6
13 1·3 1 2
Boyd
0 3
7 ().3 ().0
0 0
Strick.l:lnd
200 3J.:()5i8:27
19 85
Totals
PtT«<''tqts: FG--47.7, FT~.7. 3-po.naaoa.t.-~-23.
117. {Howard 2-6, Atk.iMOn 2-7. ~rry 1·3, fthon ().),
Culiccno 0-4). Blodced sbots: I (Suickland) Tumours:
20 (8oo2o' 6, Cuhccno 4. Atkin.wn 3. HowDid l. f-elloo 2.
LocL Perry). Sltals: II (Aakin\On 6, f-ellon 2. DOOLtr 2,
Cu llcc:no).
G~Mason

JMU

..
39

41

37

10
15

Ttdulbl fouls: N/A. A: S.SOO. Qmcblk: Edull, Styons.,
Spainhour.

In the Money

I

IAN GRAHAM/smior pholograpl'"

Senior Bryan Jackson and Junior Jamie Oumll stopped running and jumpfng
around the Convocation Center Monday night long enoUCh to celebrate with
the Duke Dog for a minute. BOth hit the hatfc::ourt shot during halftime of the
JMIJ..Georle Masort game as part of the c::ontest sponsored by Port Road
Exxon and Subway. They eac::h will rec::elve $3,000 to go toward next

semester's tuition.
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After Study Time.

MADISON
SQUARE

Quality Time.

• Individual leases I June or
August Leases Available
• Washer I Dryer, Stove,
Refrigerator, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal
• Unique Tri-level Design
Fully Furnished
-~;._.._

When you're ready
for a study break, it's
time to cut loose on
the slopes. Our ski runs
and Snowboard Park offer just
the challenge you're looking for.
Ski Massanutten during College
Days in January and February and
we'll give you a break on your lift ticket.

_.___._..._-=..;~:::::J~~

COLLEGE STAT ION
• Huge 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Fully Furnished Townhouses
• 1/2 Mile from Campus
• AJC, Stove, Refrigerator, Oi~hwasher, Garbage Disposal,
Separate Utility Room with Full Size Washer and ~-:--...........

-.J

NIVERSIT
. COURT
.

MADISON MANOR

Massanutten College Days Wednesdays & Fridays
12:30- lO:OOprn Lifts $18, Rentals $13 With Valid College ID

434-1173

800-207-MASS

Coldwell Banker - Contact CoJieea Peaclr.:r

We'll give you

$150 to get
Meclntoet(

,._tum_. MODCO

lj"-==

---·---------------------------------------------------------180 /11HZ/16MB IWIIL6GJIBX Q>.ROII

your work
PowwMicla tcatfMOO

------------------------------------------------------·------l()Q IIHzi16IIJ INI/1.4Ca/fX {I)-ROll
I

:i:,.U"'J

done faster.

•

I

Check out Apple's Holiday S8VingL
Powlr ....,...,., 721110 110 UHz/16111 RAM/12CBI8t' a>·/i911115" ~~ Now 11.Powlr........, 7100 1J2 AI/M6MB IWIII.lOMX (1J.ItdWI5 d#p/61-llwy#Jotml Now 12,131
........,., ~·GIOCO

J(]l) MHziiJM/l RAM/12QJ/4X CD-ROW/4" d&pl7)~6oml Now

~· COlor tlit)tltWI.... 21100 tp

I

t171th.J60 lip( Now 1341

t1.aee

JMU CclfnpuW Progrem
JMU 8ook.ltore
w.n.n Hell c.mpue Center

I

~:

1540-518-3811
Fax.: 540-!118-l'Oa

(.

I

-------------------c 0 MIc s

1-----•T•H-.E~•B•R•E•E•Z•E-T•h•u•rs.da•y•,J•:a•n.• l•6•, •19•9•7 -2•7

Hepatica\Mike Earls

l'iE HAS
you

Ot\

?1'ht

kil/tJ

BfEN L1 ~E 1H15

fVEf. 51._,Cf ;rlf fAbUS
LOST" Jill 11-IE PI.A'(OF'S.
tif"Ll Pt..o5A6LY ~E~IN
Tl+l5 WAY UIJT'IL Neff

5EA)CNf/

SOmewhere Out There \Seth Thompson

OA~D ~o 7l-/£ RooM uJ DIS 8£LJ£F,
~12'lN6 1-1~ ~AO ,.-oo MLJCH OF A €JXJD-rJ.It/G.

CJ.NltJC£

... O~Lb, 1 ~ 1txJ ~

WNlr -ra $i.-rJhs JJINtE,

~ ~ ~'BJ~ S4,tc, ~
11~, 1-d>tiJG 1rATTU!
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..
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r::?"'

~

J

/~

~

~
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~

~
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The Commons & South View
Apartments
'rbu

i/eetJ 7lJ Ge7
//#llPIII!T/1JEAIT IJT

Each Bedroom at South View
Has It's Own Bathroom
:

Each furnished Luxury .
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:
• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven '
• Garbage dis~
• Full size Dishwasher
· •BusSenice

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
and by appointment
I

869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

, , Stop by
The Commons
Rental Office,
or Call 432-0600,
or have your
parents
call us toll free at
1-800-JMU-8761
and make a
move to luxury!
{

----

~
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' ACROSS

Crossword Puzzle

1~

36 Weatem achool

la$k

s ArrWd
10 Prilon WMPGfWY
15 OKcftj
18 s.dc..
20 On h honzon
2t ~before
Prize

38
40
42

• 4-4

one

"5 Varietlon of

70 Stw ot •fo*On

Con•poudeur

50 Snowy bird

23 Praying

51 Lb an oe•-deboeuf
53 Gene11c leltM

19Jre. In

24 MintAe marine

7..

n

78
78
80

oroanisms

54 Pledge
55 s.ine tnbUiry
56 T~yor card

"Sisters·

33Tr~

57 Oiartat Nn
60 Anclonl language
61 "Xanadu. bend
62 S.oclung ,,...,
64 w.. quietly
6& Plane with
aromatic 1er.1et

35 Daisy variety

68 Fend olf

26 SUburb of
Mlnrwtapolis
26 Actrou Ward of

82

83
84

l)ilme

27 E'f'b811'aas1ng TV
ptogrum?
30 San Franclllco
tranaponatlon
32 Fleetwood Mac hit

,..,.

72 Eugene FWd's

beslbell

•

22 - qul!~

art

lm~veuef

lettert
BIIIIIChed
Tearing .,.y
BMch proc.otlon
Unconvenhonal

85
98
88

~abetM\

•Ak'l't No Way to
Treat-· (Helen
Reddy)
Docorated With N)'
Zero
Boeny's buddy on
TV
Find enjoyatN
Ulce the woman of
Challot
ExubeiiM'lCI
Churdleoci-!r
Halox protecliOfl
Elaloo'a awname

on "Selnleld'

91 Ceftaln hormone
83 -oneaetf

(eaawnea
bunion)

95
86
87
101

..

Shroyet of TV
H.lludnogen
Cnluc:h down
Kiplng aetting

102 Golf COUlH
IMture
104 Elcpres$iona of
disapproval
106 ea. slghl
111 Busy
112 Entertain
11 .. Lamb

11 s Cocldall
gam..tl
116 Breathing nolle
117 Showed aQaln ,
118 Ananias
119 Means ot
accomplishing
120 Alntslone
121 Mountain ridge
122 Prepare br
relnlshlng

123 'Oiclembre·
lollower

DOWN
I Galot"e co...in
2 Wlfeofz3 ScUeoiTV

29 lnYIIaUon -.11...
31 WOtdbebe

" EnginMring dept.

34 "Tarzan• aw, Ron

8 CrWiel
9 Att deco name

AWMr WllhoiA

warning
I 1 011(:k &CUitle
12 Wild goats
13 I eat p3rfefne
14CtUlk
15 Fa\IOflte ut

"8 Lovo fea!)l
48 E11change

Dental WOft<

18 "The Wruck of the
Mary -•
28 GIVe o ut cards

site)
52 Moving vel'licle

53 Sine -

~ Pungont

58 Certain lawman

Sit back, relax,
and enjoy
the best
]. Willoby 's
has to offer
' its guests:

tJ

92 V100011t Lopez
signature Ul8
94 Make cartalt\
95 Carried by lhe

IQhoot

8-4 Cot'Mdldng
ee Shakeapeantan
forest
67Napoleonlc

wind

69 Stgn ol Vlslla!JOn

gr Boa
INS Persian Gulf

70 Beet lngredlen&

•

rna~

76 Tho end
76 Ofgan

..9 La (archacologlcal

gendel

90 Weather resouch
agoy.

62 "Gra( ecronym
63 Clnton's law

73 Hulhhusll gp.

prllfn\Um

1:1zabeth

eo Sass

71 Adoward
72 Scodlnd Yard div.

47 Open eudtlon

16 F.uTMiy Clfde
momber
17

36 -vou cen ~ to the
limar {T.
Rooeewl)
37 ActOf GOOfge
38 Deuert c:holc8J
40 Havo the lnlftOs
41 ....riding - pan~
"3 Cyst kin
.... Bedroctt

Moocher- &lllQI!r
7 Houeo 5tyle
10

ev~

RangerOfW~

5~ \
6 "MMnrlle the ~

88 Futt.we !lower
$9 Of lndetermnale

59 Sulabte tOf

78
80
81
83

Ratmao po!1rayer
Hddilih
Flghtlesa ~ ~
Woody's ex

84 - Buddhism
87 •

- bovr

bu\d

99 Serviceable
100 Trod the board.
102 Graak festNal
103 Pioneer
anaiOml51
105 Zh•vago's love
107 Torme and Blanc
108 On the qui109 Swear as lruo
110 Pianist Peter
113 Calendar abbr

xcellent Seruice,
Delicious Food,
Great Liquid
Refreshments
for any rrwod!
'

SUMMER SCIIOOL fOR PEOPLE

'

ON 11IEDl WAY TO TilE TOP.
lf ~u didn't Slgn up lor

fOTC as a freshman or

for a $4,000 scholarship

and advanced ofCicer
sophomore, you can still
training when you return
to campus in the fall.
catch up tha aununer by
attending Ariny ROTC
You'll allo have the
Camp Challenge, a paid
self-conf_idence and
six-week course in ~ ctisc1pline you need
)eaderahip. Apply
to succeed in college
now. You may qualify
and beyond.

l'

ARMY RO'It

11£ Sllli1UI' COUEGE C:OiliSE toll CAN TAD
: or detcnl.s V1S1t Bridgeforth Stadium South. Rm 205
or call 568-6264 or (800) ROTC-JMU

Great discounts on appetizers & beverages
during the early evening hours.
During regular hours, enjoy a
10°/o DISCOUNT
on meals and appetizers with your
student I.D.

Reservations

• 574-3644 • 1221 Forest Hill Rd.

..
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Would you like to
share your opinion
with the world?
Write a letter
to the editor.

A New Thrift Store in Downtown Bridgewater
Open Thesday-Sarurday 10 a.m-5 p.m.

Special Sales this week:
·
• All sweaters 99~· Winter coats $5 • Rubber Boots/Snow
Boots 99~ & up • Winter Skirts and Sports Coats $5 & up
• Blue Jeans $4.99 & up • Blouses & Dress Shirts
• Assorted Ladies & Men's Dress Shoes, Tennis Shoes, & Boots
102 ri. Ma;, Sf.
tJtRE(JTfOrtS: Rf. 42 ~
<Opposite Woody's Resfauranf
fo Bndiewafer. 42 ~
af fhe infersecHon of Mam
becomes Ma;n Sfreef
and Coneqe Sfreefs)

Breeze
Advertising.·

It

.It is time qou met qour destinq.
flmt• \\-;lib lor no nnl' !\either dtx·s .tn

opportunll} Prcp.arc to cnmc fart•-tu fan.·
wuh rour hi~h tt•r 11 futlm .11 Capit.d
Ont•. Rcprt•scntatl t·~ will ht• un h.tnd to
~lwd l1~ht on t'XC. ,}tinn.•l oppcmunJtJes
10 tht followm~t arl-.IS'

• Object-Oriented Deslg11
• U11lx
• C++

• Data Wnrebousl"g
• GUI

•

• liledrorrlc Commerce

For more information
on advertising in Tlie
Breeze, please call
568--6127.

• }at•a

• l11jrastructure a11d Architecture
<:O•p•t:ll Om: ts usm~ .tdvunct•d mformat1on
tt'l"hnolt>f.,l) to makt lht• must of t'IUl'I}(IOfot
huMnt''" npportumtlc'> Ynu "''Mill tlunk
ol C.Jpll<ll Ont· J' .1 <rl'dJt t.trd lompany.
\\t• .lrl' much rmm Wt• ;~r"' .10 tnformaIJun·h.t'-l"<l llklrkl·tm~t <.ornp.1ny wtth S11 ..2

hillinn 10 ·'"~·~~ undt>r lll;tna~t'mc.'nt and
an l"ntrt:"prl'nt·ur..tl t.•nvlronment that wtll
challcngl' you to bt• your innov;Havc ht.·~t
Bring your lrc-.h ideas to a company
cornmttted tu pu'>htnl( the limits of mfor·
nMiion II you art.• uruhlc to mt.-ct with
our rt.•prt"M'ntaltvt'!'. in person, ~nd
your rl..,llllW to CapitJI Ont•. 11 011
\X'l•:.t Broad Strt•t·t, Glen Alk>n. VA
2$060; FAX CH().I) 967-8040; c-11\Jtl

cum Indkatc Dept.
1Z060-o386JMll on your rowr letter
or auume. An t.'<tual opponunity
C".Hl"t.',..~l.tpll:tlonl'

cmplnyl·r
V1:.1t http: / wwv.• capalulonl' com

CapitalOne_
IT ' S ABOUT INFOR MATION

I

.......

FOR R ENT
~,..._,

furnished or unfumlahed Apple
Real fAtale Inc. (5401 433-9576.

Iutton~ Couft.
4 ()( 5 8R townhOUMS furnlahed.

Cofle&e

AJ)ple Real [IIIII Inc. (540) 433-

9576

.'

•.

....

'97-'98 ·.~
Phoenix Enterprises
1, 2 or 3

a..oo.n ~

MaSOf\ Street
Water lnCIUdecl.

3 ..._Townhouse

Devon Ulne
A/C 0/W &as heat

1 a.cti"'Oftt Apartment

S11btet • F ....._. lm11'1«11ately to
shera &Otgeout :lbdmV2beth apt
OMadlson Manor. S250/mo lt1f\.J
Alii 15. You&« mest... bedtoOm.
Pets condttaonal. Call Karl _.32·
95361e8Y8 menace.
Townllou . . Hu.e, 3 8R, WO ,
MW.prtvate dock. August $700.
432-6993

franklltl St
l.erge bedroom

wtry PI! Too Much?
Un1-..rstty Pta.:. fum!Shed
~/CBedroom. 2 Bath W/0, 0/W,
"' • New ~t. $200/person
IndiVIdual teases welCome
tall anytime 4~ENT (7368)
One bedroom avelleble spr1ng
semester
Interested? Cell
Healher at •7115.

Hunters RkfCt 4tw, 2 bath condo.
top floor. new 't(8Shet/dtyer. new
patnt. prtvetely managed. 10
month lease, $220. Call Greg,
433 6i07 or the owner at
(757)481-0162.

~ wantect; 1·2 bedrooms
in Unrversity Place. Rent under
$200, 0 B B. Call 574 2250 for
informatton (furnished, water
Included, balcony)

one lllcfroolft

Fat!Uious, ftve becfroom howe E
Wolfe St .. wrap-around porch ,
qutet, 568-3068

available In
spee1 ous townhouse . Tttree
rr.end'Y female roommates. S225
per month. Shoft walk to campus
ond on bus route.
434-8843
or G•n&et 703-369 7821. pteaae
call soon•

cal

78 7 Walnut Lane • 2 BR apt
i:tv11ttable Feb 15. Of ~c:h 1 1
l/2 blocks lrom JMU with washer
d.ycr. no ut1ht181, 6 mo. 9mo. 1 yr
lea!.e available. $500 /mo call
434·7374 and e&k for Jennifer.

$150 rnontft. 1 8R IWatleble and 2
BR apt Female RM JM IPll A\1811
1mmed call 432081!5
1 Room .valt.blf • $210/mo J)lus
utlhttes, 1 block from campus
~ross from the hospitll 540-432·
6653.
Aren't you IMCiy fof a - . . thiS
ttm~? Feehrc a l1ttJe c:ramped In
your condo? Cheek our web site
http://members.eot.eoml)murent
ats
Unlveralty Place, 3BR.2 bath,
furnish ed. Au&ull. S220/230
432-6993

Madlaon Manor 8•8ilatlle now,
Assume Ieese througtl.Juty. Share
1/3 or 3 bedroom/2 bath
furntshed condom1ntum. $220
per month. Call G•naer at 434
5150.
Move In Immediately. Female
nee<Jecl fOf SPftnafsummer sublet
In Ashby CrOSSing. Call 564 2816

One Bedroom· 1n 1111ry ntce home
ne•t door to campus. Ava11 Jan 1
S250tmo 432-6391.
Outer Banks room for aummar
rental. Enjoy your summer in 1
comlorteble fully furnished home
from May 1 • Aui . 31. Master
8 /R Is yours Wtth connectl~ full
bath, Jacunl & wolk·ln closet .
Vn>•l for Sprin& Break, call Now?
(919) 480-2347.

FOR

SALE

lelztcf car a ffo• J175 Porschos. Cedlllacs. Chavys.
SMWs, Cor~ettes . Also Jeeps.
4W0s . Your area. Toll tree.
(800)898-9778 . l!llt. A 3727 fOf
current listu~s.

....,.._.," au..-.. Ettttacts.
etc., Kegerator Ms. 52 E Marilet
St. -432-6799 fur&e,.,ica.net
Qrea t P ri ces New Hondas .
Herrfsonbura Honda on the Net.

http://hOme nca.lli!Vctu:kW!IIIatnS.

Femele Heectect to aublease tor
Sprln& ' 97. Gr. .t Roommates I
Coli (703)754-94!55.

1 4 BR Houee, 1 bath, wether,
d.yer, c»sl&ned bY perent, wlth1n
mile of campus, $200 per
bedroom, lease/dips~. -434-8884

Full Size M•ttreu, bottspnn&.
frame. Call 432.Q815 $190 080
432.Q815.
TNk830 McMurtaln Bfke. Hatdly
used. S300/obo ta11564-1186
Con Precision Bass (J150) I
Fe;,Hr Cab/ AIRII (UOO) C all

.._. •• en.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Side - ~ld RoditJI 460, men's
180s, $100 B•ndfnas. Solomon
s637. S45. Pole!>, Scott and ski
tote, SlO. &c.a, Ralchet, 8 112
I1'ICIM. $90.
Ala - Head Radial 4 B. ¥wOmen's
160s, $95. Btndmas. Solomon
64 7. S35. Potes, Otympta and
tote. S10. ZIPJ)If&!<l Ill tote bac.
black, S15 . Boots, Solomon
saSO, 8 womens,
$100 .
Horizontal car ski
rack .
Barnu:ratter, SSO 289-8695 alter

Do you like worlctnt wltll lclcfs?
Fam hes In our area are lookl"l IOf
fun-lovma , creall~te students to
prov1de occes.onal afternoon/
even1n11 weekend child care.
Rea•ster now with Child Care
Connec:tiOI'J, RC~Ckif'Ch8m ~monal
Hospttel's Child care referral
seMCe , and we'll connect you wlth
local famthes needJnl your
serv•ces. For more Information,
contact Child Care Connection at
433-4531 Of stop by our otftee tn
the basem~mt of Wtne Prtc:e Hell,
Mon Thurs .. 9 a.m,-4 p.m. to fill
out a reg1sttauon IOfm. 11 you w•ll
be avallabJe dunna the summer,
u's not too earty to regtstor now.
Also. 11 yoo stgneo up Previously,
call or atop by to renew your
llsttn&

5.
Electric Gult1r Kramer, white,
$150, ask fat Oeve 574-2528.
Rosslcnel Skle 206t, ettcellent
cond1tton, potes,M38, blndtnu
Included, size 9 1/2 boots, $250
or best olfer. Call Matt at 432·

0960.

Damet.~~

IS 10011"'1 for 1 1*1 tome
GRAPHIC ARTIST.
ll/looo.lodlt In 11)'0111 incs du llfl helpful

HELP WANTED
1 ,000s POSIIBL£ RUDIHQ
BOOKS. Pan TIIT'Ie. At Home. Toll
Free 1«10-218-9000 &t R-3727
f01 Ltlhtl£.1

D_.

m...._, flntio hours Send rtsurnt to
P.O. Io• 311
H'"'-'-1. VA 22801

$1,0001 POSSIBLI TYPING. Part
Ttme. At Homt>. Toll Free 1-800.
218-9000 Eat T 3727 lor ltStin&!l

Attention Student• 1$ the holiday
season over but tha bWs are stall
com•na tn? Our offtee Is IOOio.•ng
for 5 enthusia!>tlc ond motivated
Individuals who ¥ollnt to ¥oOtk 2-1
hours a weak and earn lull -time
wages . Patd treiOin& lot those
who are Interested. Call 564
0095 between 5 p .m.· 10 p .m
Sunday·Thursday and ask lor
Frark
S$S fttcellent Pay • flexible
hours. call 434 8824, ask lor

Harold
Jan ' Quick Lunch
needs
wa.trl!tse& and c:ook!l for lunches
One year ava•labllty .
No
expettanca necess81)'. Apply tn
petSOt'l 22 Ma<11 St.
l~l

Ext.172

lnteruted In health, actina.
teaching plus bulldlnl a great
r6sum6? Then you have wlult It
takes to be a Wellnes s Peer
EducatOf. for more tnfo contact
Laura Martin at· tho Un1vors1ty
Health Center ext 2940 and /Or
IIOP by and PICk UP an
appltCl.ltiOn Oeacthno Is Monday,
February 3rd

SERVICES

Attention AU Stuclenb Ill Giants.
Sctlolarr.h•Ps, Aid ava•lable from
SPOilSOfllll No repaymcnt5 . ~~terl
$$$ Cash for College
For
lnro 1-80024~1435

Eliminate monthly lone distance
bill and also make money.
Flellble hOUrs, Work from home,
Call 1540) 828-6614

Greet Party Music /Professional
OJs/ Nauonal OJ Connecuon 1
Coll4330360

FREE T· SHIRT +$1,000 Credit
card fundra•sers for fraternities ,
soronhes & groups Arty campUs
oraen tzatton can ra•se up to
$1,000 bt earntna a whopp101
SS/VISA apphcatiOI'J. Call 1.SOO.
932 0528 ext 65 Qual•f.ed cal letS
r&e:e•~~e free T·Sh•rt.

sss.

looklnl for Jobs?
Bypass
tlass•hed and employment
a&enctes .
Go rrgllt to the
employers that may need your
seNices. Colll5<10)85&8410 and
press 9 for I reCof!ICd messaae.
Money for Coltece, post graduate,
voc:auonal tuMing. We can locate
sources. Cell 640856-8410 and
prns 8 for r&e:orded m~ssage.

Learn how to edvenlee on tho
lntemPt and reach CM!r 40 m•lhon
peopltt. Free deta Is! t 800-691
8850 ()( 434 3123
Bottled Willpower! Lose up to
30 lbs 30 days . Money beck
cueranteel Or. recommended.
100,. natural patented formula
$29.95 574.0151

c - leem R.A.O.S

For moN lnfonution anc1
the
ln-uption of ttnandnC
buaiMA opportulltt.... ~·
llclfM oppoftunltjea, ~ the
Bett11
Inc.,
It (703)342-3455.

-..letMce...,.,.....

8utlneu.......,

Self-defense!
Th•a class will teach you reahsllc
sell defense
tactics
and
techniques wh1le raiSin& your
awareneu on safety Issues. Call
tne Women's Resource Centef" by
January 17th fOf more lnformat•on.

SPRING BREAK
, . . . 8fealc 8aNmes
Patty CniiMI
I clays t2791

WANTED
I

Lowut
Prlcesl
tmpttnted
sportweet, promoltonal •tems, etc.
Campus Cuetom Rteources
Unltd. 43J.3734 Of ccruOra net

Mualclens to perform one to
three ntghts per week at J.
W•Uoby's restaurant . Must appeal
to a broael range or customera .
Vocal•st. JnsttumentaltSt or small
groups With JSZZ. country or
popylar muSIC Will ~ considered
Ple51nt.Jtron must be entertaining.
but not extreme as to be oftenst11e
to any segment of a broad
customer base. Send rhumll
c•pla•n•n& expencnce, style,
references, ava•labtllty and
prcfetred compensat1on terms or
droP w1th on duty manager at J.
Wtlloby's.

HOne£

bus•ness In the Nevwport News 1
Wtlhemsburg area now hltln&l
Ga•n valuable management &
mar1o.etJtC eapenence wMe ma~urc
S6·S7 .50/hr. Plut an end or
summer bonus. Call tt7170.
Hl&fl Plt)'lne Suinmer lntemafllp JZA Development 11 recruiting
brlg)lt, emblt1ous sell starters for
our
1997 EntrepreMurtat
Manaaement Tro•ntng Program.
Studenta selected for the program
wfll get e,perlonce In 8dverttllna.
markeltn&. accounllr'll ond human
resource management. Please
call for more Information and en
application. 1 800-658·3841

OoMte )'OUf vefllcle to tne Char1ty
Foundation. Tatt Oeducttbll Chanty
foundation, Inc. 540432 6653

Cencun

ADOPTION: loving childless.
Christian couple wiSh to adopt an
Infant or young <1hlld Willing to pay
legalfmed•cal exl)enses. Call Ken
& Karen 1-800251-7601.

lnc:ludlNI all me...,partleilatU. .I
Gfl.t beac:'*t 6 nfChtllfel
~from

Ft.

'-dental~!

~.com

a Jamalce Spf1nl Srallk

Speeh"l
7 NIC'Ita Air 6 Hotel ffom $4211
S.Ve S150 on fooll, drtnks frM

a

pal'tletl
U1% a.o-t Prtc. Gu..rteel
spri,.,_alrtrnel.com
1-80047M3M
• • • 30 Shopplnt Days Left I Now
the ttme to auanantee the
lowest rates and best holliS for
Spring Break. Leisure Tours hos
packages to South Padre. Cancun,
Jamaica and A011da 800 8388203.
IS

Florida StlllnC Break!
P1nam1 Cltyl
Room with kitche-n,
bars
$1191 OeytonMest location
$1391 Flordl.a 's Hew Hotspot·
Cocoa Bdch Huton S189
sprinpeaktravel.c.om

ne.,

1-80Q.4J7U386

biiCf!OOCI In ~ .,..,_ 1

POOL MAHA8fRS • Northern
V1tltn1a
area,
summer
employment. tacellcnt pay, large
communtty
pools,
strong
manaaettal support, please cell
(703) 323-9334 fOf lnfonnatlon.

LooldnC for a _ _ , ~?

PledCecl end didn't like It? Start
yoor own Fralf!frutyllcta Beta Tau
11 lookll'lll fOf men anct ....-omen to
start a new chapter . If you are
Interested In ac:aclem~t success. a
chance to network and an
opportunity to malle lrtends tn a
non ple<lgtn& BrotherhOOd e mall
zbt.zbtnattonel ora or cnll Chad
HrOek at 433-6733.

sprtnc Breatc '97
PaMme Cltylll
Boardwalk Beach RHM $129
7/ niC!JtS Blachfront, Dally Free
Parties, Walk to S.t Barel II
Group DIKou.ntslll Endleea
Sommer TOUI'I1.S00.234-7007
or call Stacy, Krtstla Debbie

-

a

e433-0su.

SPRING BREAK'97 It's Heaven'!
Wake and ba~e .. tn the holtest
desttnattOns-free parttes" Al&ht5
trom Rlcllmond, Orgentte group
and travel free! Lowe&t Pr•ce
Guarantee, FR: 599.
Free
Jnfo,1·800 426· 7710,
www .sut'l&plashtours.cbm
AAAI Sprint Break '97.
•
Cencun, Jemelce, a Batlameslll
7/ niChtl Beac:hfront, Dally FtM
Parties, Ho Cover 0 Best Blf'l, a
Group DlKountslll Er\cftSummer Tours1-80().234-7007
or call Sheri Beaclner a Tract
Hacte 0433-9045.

•

PERSONALS
MelroM Pentes, Formals, s•nee
1985. we play the h1t1i 433

0360

To place a classified ad In
The Breeze, please come
to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony
Seeger Hall, weekdays
from 8 a.m.·S p.m.
Classified ads cost $2 .50
for the first ten words, and
$2.00 for each additional
ten words. Boxed ads are
$10 per column inch.

1.-o47M386

e

assistant opinion editor t begin immediately and
work until Marcl\ ~1, 1997.
·
is ~lpful bu t not necessary.
Tlil Bteeze, in the basement

•
•
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CALL · us~!
SUPERBOWL PARTY
SPECIAL

......

JMU/ S. Main
31Miller Circle

433-2300
Port Rd I EMU
22 Terri Drive

433-3111
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